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CHIEF IS

AFRAID OF I.

us curt arils. . "I represent 5.UUU
he fc:d. 'This tight Is ended.
It is up to you lo got out of town.
I
hae already
oi from haitx-In"- ,
on a t''!e;niU
Take n
po'.e.
hunch frum the treatment Dr.
got.' Finally Ihey Ut us go and
as we loft one called after us: "Now
hunt your holes.' "
The hearing was continued until to"
night.
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FRIDAY, MAY 24, 1912.

MElIBEDS
REPRESENTATIVE

HARD TO GET JURY.
Jjos Angeles, Calif., May 24. Fur
ther difficulties were encountered
this morning In the effort to select a
GETS THREATENING LETTERS thirteenth juror to sit in the trial
of Clarence S. Darrpw, the Chicago
accused of Jury bribery. J.
ATTORN EY8 FOR THE WORKERS lawyer,
Wheat, who was considered as tne
ASSERT THE STORY IS
probable alternate juror, was eicused
UNTRUE.
by Judge Hut ton because of ill health.
Both sides had expressed a wllling- ness to take him.
ASK TO SEE THE MISSIVES
Two veniremen from another department, of the superior court, the
THEY ARE INFORMED EPISTLES only talesmen available for service,
were disqualified, and an adjournHAVE BEEN TURNED OVER
ment was taken until 2 o'clock o
AS EVIDENCE.
await' the arrival of more veniremen.
THE SiXT HAS THREATENED
TO KILL HIM.

CAUSE IS

SAYS THEY

FITZGERALD

SEND UNNECES-

SARY TELEGRAMS.

i!

OT

HURT
DEFEAT OF MEXICAN REBELS BY
GENERAL HUERTA, NOT DECf.
SIVE, HE DECLARES

Raiment
la
Poor Cause for

J

Distinction.

CITY EDITION.

GRAFTING 0R0ZC0 SAYS THE SUNDAY

CHARGED HOUSE

G!ad

T

EXCLUSIVE AGaOCIATED PRESO LEABED WIRE TELEGRAPH SERVICE
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SILENCE

TO GET PREACHERS
Louisville, Ky., May 24. In an ef'
fort to suply pastors to the 3,000 vacant pulpits of the Northern Presby

FIERCE

FIGHTING

terian church, the assembly today created a new standing committee on
vacancy and supply, which will have
its headquarters la Chicago. The
committee will serve as a clearing
house, endeavoring,
by correspond
ence, which will not be confidential, to
STRIKE OF TRANSPORT
WORK bring the pastors to the churchfes POLICE ARE AIDED BY A LARGE
without pastors.
,
ERS HAS CAUSED DIMINUNUMBER OF FEDERAL

ON LONDON

IN BUDAPEST

STREETS

STREETS

TION OF TRADE.

SOLDIERS
DEAD
After an Illness of several months,
MAKE THE GOVERNMENT PAY "WE WILL WIN GUT IN END" MOVEMENT IS GROWING FAST Mrs. T. C, de Baca, mother of Lieu STRIKERS CISCSEY LEADERS
'
tenant Governor B. C. de Baca, died
last
night at 7 o'clock at the Baca
t
SOLON ASSERTS
OF
THE
INSURRECTO ADDITIONAL UNIONS
LEGISLATORS HEAD
ARE JOIN
home on the West side. Mrs. Baca's ATTACK OFFICERS AND SET FIRE
TRANSACT
MOVEMENT THINKS HE WILL
PRIVATE
BUS.
ING DAILY WITH THE DIS
TO BUILDINGS ON MAIN
health broke two months ago and for
TRIUMPH
NESS AT FEDERAL COST.
,
AFFECTED MEN.
the past four weeks she has been conTHOROUGHFARES
fined to her bed, her condition being
critical. Mrs Bair-a- who was the wife
DEMOCRATS
EXTRAVAGANT BURNING BRIDGES AS THEY GO SCOTLAND YARD GETS BUSY of T. C. de
Baca, who died In 1903, SIX KILLED ANDICQ WCUNOEO
was 79 years of age. She was born
EXPENDITURES
THEIR
FOR IN NORTHWARD ADVANCE OF THE THE BIG POLiC
AGENCY WILL in Santa Fe,but had been a resident CASUALTIES FROM YESTERDAY'S
of Las Vegas for many years. Six
FEDERALS WILL BE HAMPER.
VESTIGATIONS COSTLY AND
TO
PREVENT
ENDEAVOR
FIGHTING WERE QUITE
sons survive her, Judge M. C. de Baca,
ED SEVERAL DAYS
OF NO AVAIL.
SERIOUS TROUBLE.
HEAVY
formerly superintendent of public in
struction under Governor Otero; DaSan Diego, Calif., May 24. AttorAt General Orozco's Headquarters,
Washington, May 24. A cfiarge
CONGRESS ADJOURNS JUNE 15
the niel C. de Baoa, a barber on the West
London,
May 24. Although
Budapest, May 24. Fierce fighting
Orozneys for members of the Industrial
strike of the transport workers has side; N. C; de Baca, a Bridge street has broken out again in the streets
Washington, May 24. The house is that members of the house were guil- Jimenez, Mex., May 24. General
Workers of the World.arrested during holding to Its
program for adjourn- ty of petty grafting was niftle on the co today declared the revolutionary not become general, a quietness re- merchant; E. C. de Baca, lieutenant of this city today between the strikthe socalled "free speech" campaign ment about June 15,
suffered as
although no un floor today by Representative Fitz- cause in Mexico had not
sembling that of Sunday prevails in governor; A. C. de Baca, a butcher, ers and the police who are aided by
characterized as "ridiculous" ttoday derstanding has been reached with gerald, chairman of the appropria- a result of the defeat at Rellano yes the streets ot London this
The a large force of troops. A big mob of
morning, and G. C de Baca, of Newklrk.
the assertion made last night by the senate leaders, who are not opti- tions committee. The allegation pre terday by General Huerta's federal
to the absence of the usual funeral will occur tomorrow morning men disobeyed their leaders' orders- owing
Chief of Police Wilson that six mem- mistic.
cipitated a wordy war, in the course forces. : Scarcity of ammunition, the long lines of trucks and drays. The at 9 o'clock from the Church of Our to return to work .and began again thar
bers of the organization, chosen uy
demo of which Mr. Fitzgerald himself was superior artillery fire of the federals order to lay down tools affects up- Lody of Sorrows. Interment will be
Representative Underwood,
wrecking tactics indulged In yesterlot, were known to be In San Diego cratic lender of the house, announced accused of having submitted tor pay and the intolerable heat made it
wards of 100,000 men in central Lon- In Mount Calvary cemetery. J,
day.
of
with the purpose
to cease fighting.
assassinating today "that the program for adjourn ment bills for material for which
don alone, but those engaged on jobs Johnsen and Son have charge of the
The Infuriated men first overturned
himself, Mayor James E. Wadham, ment June 15 must be carried out there was no provision by law. The
The, rebels did not disband nor re- will be
an under funeral arrangements.
of street cars then demolishthrough
a
permitted,
number
District Attorney H. S. Utley and su so far as the house is concerned. clash marked the consideration ot the tire in disorder. They stood valiatnly
with the executive commit
standing)
ed
display windows of stores on the
perintendent of Police John I Seca- - He said he would Insist on sidetrack emergency appropriation bill, carry- in their positions until ordered to turn tee of the Transport Workers Fede
streets. They then made a
principal
on.
ing all legislation there In favor of the ing $201,000 for the expense of he from the battlefield. General Orozco ration, to complete them before joinfierce attack on the Calvary church.
town
this
IL
counsel
Fred
here
arrived
Moore,
Attorney
today making
appropriation bill and a few measures house. The bill makes strict regula
their fellows.
afterwards proceeding to Neuschloss,
for several members of Jhe organiza- o fimperative Importance.
once more his headquarters whila the ing
tions on the subject of telegrams.
full effect of the strike order
The
where they set fire to a factory, feedCorralitos.
at
matter
dismissed
the
is
the
the
of
with
army
tion,
"The sending of telegrams by mem- vanguard
be felt for several
not
will,
the flames with petroleum. The
therefore,
ing
one word "ridiculous." Moore's part"I do not consider this as indicative
bers of this house," declared Mr. Fitza.
The police headquarters at
rioters beat off the firemen.
of
the
revolution,'
of
ner, Marcus W. Robblns, said:
the
overthrow
gerald, "has degenerated into a cryScotland yards, in conjunction with
Troops put In appearance and this
"I'll admit there are
General Orozco. "We shall coning abuse. The character of many ot said
war officers, are possessed of an DR. LEETE OF DETROIT AND DR was the signal for several volleys of
the
shall
we
end
in
the
men among the Industrial Workers
and
these telegrams is unjustifiable and tinue fighting
revolver shots and stones, to which
COOK OF NEW YORK, ARE
will not be elaborate scheme drawn up after the
Just as there are among the
not
the widest stretch of imagi win. Guerrilla warfare
the soldiers replied with volleys from
SELECTED
ene- last strike ito insure the free passage
OLD
stated
been
ROCK nationby could
as
has
to
by
of San Diego. 1 believe -- 4
resorted
they be construed as ofof food supplies. This will be brought,
their rifles. Rioters and troops suffermatter was exaggerated and that
ficial
And yet, members send these mies of the revolution."
ed heavily. At one factory a lively-battl24. Dr. F.
re- - into operation on the first sign of in
a
Minneapolis,
May
for
The
rebels
Chief Wilson and the other officials
today
prepared
messages at government expense'-those
with
terference
the
strikers
occurred between strikers and
of
elect
Leete
was
Detroit
by
canMichigan,
All
are in no more dan" i from Jlie In- ANCTENT LANDMARK ON SANTA
The telegraph bia of members, suinpuon of thb campaign.
Revolvers were usei
desirous of continuing to work.
ed a bishop of the Methodist Episco
is
loss
rebel
saved.
nonThe
were
dustrial Workers than we are trom
FE TRAIL S FITTINGLY
Mr. Fitzgerald said, cost the governthe
includes
were wounded.
The
on
and
,
twenty-thircourch
the
Bachim-baballot
protection
many
plan
freely
pal
100.
"
more
not
than
vigilantes.'
ment upwards of $22,000 a year. One placed at
of the markets, the routes between today, receiving 551 votes, 519 being
Last night's rioting continued until
Chi
of
46
the
of
mides
south
city
The police were reported today as
telegram of a private nature, he deafter midnight when the strikers mado
scene of the docks and the markets, the rail necessary to elect. The twenty-seconstill active in their attempt to place
Topeka, Kan., May 24. Ceremonies clared had cost $60, while the bill ot huahua, probably will be the
the cold storage works, ballot resulted in a deadlock. R.
determined attempt to break intothe six men in custody. Chief Wil- 'dedicating a monument marking Paw- one member for a single month was the next combat. The fighting i grad- road stations,
bakerieB and the gas and electric Cooke, New York, book editor of the the residence of Count TIsza, th9
the
Chihuahua,
to
closer
son was asked to show some ot the nee Rock, the old landmark for travually drawing
$250.
the largest city in1 northern Mexico. light works. The men's leaders are churell, also was elected bishop today speaker of the lower house, and fired
threatening letters he said he naa elers along the Santa Fe trail, were
Missouri
of
Lloyd
ihe board ot trade inquiry on the twenty-fourtRepresentative
ballot. Dr. a number of revolver shots but were
Many bridges were burned in the re attending
received and also the notes of warn- held today, representatives of the chairman of the account's committee.
move appointed by Sydney Buxton, presi Cooke had 525 votes, four more than finally driven off by strong detach
if
and
rebels
the
they
treat
by
concernRevolu
Had
of
he
asserted
had
the
he
American
Daughters
ing
sought to excuse the practice, ana
ments of police. About 50,000 men
liachimba dent ot the board, to inquire into ui necessary to elect.
ing the alleged assassination plot. tion, the State Federation of Women's when he 8ald that only one in tett was even further north beyond
causes of the strike of .the lightermen
W. P. Thirkield, of Washington, D, representing half of the factories of the
a
of
destruction
to
the
large
C.
Ortiz,
TJ.
Kan
W.
T.
and
In
evidence
case
the
the
had clubs, the
He stated all
a message of private nature paid for
is likely to delay the fed- The grain and flour trade, headquar C, was elected eighth and last bishop city, took part in the disturbances
been sent to the federal authorities in sas way ciuo oincuuing.
,. expense, Mr. Fitzgerald took bridge there
ters 6f which are at Mark Lane, has on the twenty-sixtballot this after marching through the streets and ata long time.
advance
eral
Los Angeles.
on
u.e open put...
oumuins
Bharply to task for trying to con
WTien
m:,him
a
557 votes, 38 more tacking men at work.
noon.
stand
to
He
been
received
practically
they
brought
That he had knowledge of the ex- milea out from Larned the rock canjdone even thafc lap8e. Severai mem.
were refused permission to hold a
Sellers are un than necessary to elect '
strike.
the
still
by
was
mnes.
seen
years ago it
istence of, the citizen's committee, or be
lor
bers denounced the attempt to curtail SANTA FE BOND BILL
able to guarantee delivery and in the
meeting outside the parliament build
vigilantes" was admitted on the regular night stop for trail trains. the tnleLrrnnhinir nrivileae.
contend- flour
and
few
cases
the
where
ing
they became violent, destroying
grain
About
its base several bloody battle.;,
the witness stand today by F. C.
nouBe migH a8 weH de.
the
of all kinds.
delivered
have
can
be
property
prices
OLDFIELD
WILL PASS SENATE beenactually
Spalding, chairman of the San Diego have been fought between wagon trainmembers pf the telephone
its
The
amended
list of casualties dur
prive
marked
up.
or
men
acres
Five
and the Indians.
chamber of commerce, in the course
Tne
the franking privileges.
and
meat
dealera'
fighting shows that 8"
The
and
trad
ing
yesterday's
grain
ot hearings in contempt charges land surrounding the rock will be
were
stock
finally
killed and 160' wounded, 100 of
were
of
TO
prohibitions
home
FLYNN
WIN
to
the
ers
have
,
both
AF-applied
THIS
SPENT
HOUSE
state
a
as park.
UPPER
agalnBt J. M. Porter, alleged "vigi- maintained by the
striken out, 140 to' 102, and the bill
them seriously. The police made up
fice for adequate protection to assure
TERNOON WORKING ON
lante" leader.
wards of 200 arrests, A column off
passed.
for the, public. The barge
supplies
MEASURE.
THE
Spalding testified, however, that he
DRIVER
PUEB
DARING
SAYS
AUTO
Mr. Gillett of Massachusetts, accus500
strikers stormed the offices of the
all
men
the
have
Thames
given
along
J
v
did not know that Porter had been FEAR A SECRET ARMY
LO FIREMAN HAS MIGHTY
ed the democrats of extravagance
electric
works, but were beaten back
work
to
of
theirIntention
notice
sen24.
quit
The
Santa Fe, N. M., May
active among the alleged "vigilantes.''
GOOD CHANC
and said the, $55,000 Carried for the
by the troops. The rioters, most of
are being; deserted when
craft
and
on
Is
the
ate
afternoon
this
suworking
The court, composed of the three
ever
whom are trained soldiers, and adepts
OF POPISH TROOPS contingent fund was the greatestinvesti- Santa Fe county bond measure, they reach their anchors. All the men
perior court judges of San Diego
I have picked Jim Flynn to defeat at taking cover, fired from behind bar
voted. He blamed the many
on small trading ships have also been
A.
Charles
is
which
"by
championed
county sitting enbanc, said it wished
the "Big Smoke" on July 4 and anf ricades.
gations under way for the alleged ex- Soiess of Las Vegas, and there is calleli out.
to know just what Attorney Fred h
the
added
that
inquirand
Detachments of Infantry and cavalry
Several ocena steamers also have going to place my money on the re
UNITED PRESBYTERIANS FRIGHT- travagance
every reason to believe, that It will
Moore charged Porter with having
known to are gradually working through- th
said
Oldfleld,
suit,"
ies so Tar had produced nothing.
Barney
ED BECAUSE OF GROWTH OF
been
held
the
up
among
strike,
by
be passed. I"ic I'll has already pasu
done before more testimony was ofthe world as one of the most daring manufacturing district, which is th
ROMAN CHURCH
ed the house, aua, after i)ei ig approv them the Atlantic transport liner Min automobile
fered. Moore said be wanted to show
drivers of the age, who center of the outbreak. The rioting
week
next
will
be
none
By
neapolis.
ed by the senata, will be seat to t'Je
that Porter's alleged acts were delibon the Chicago Lim- continued late today In several of the)
was
a
passenger
HASTY
ARE
AMERICANS
Seattle, Wash., May 24. The
TUe til1 proviiij for tne able to sail unless they Jeave without
governor.
erate, not accidental, and that they
ited last night en route from the Pa outer sections of the city, despite the
24.
is
"There
took
Moines.
The
Des
Ia.,
strike
leaders
May
i
have
up
cargo.
agreed
Presbyterian assembly
payment of hundreds of tho'isaud-- ol
were "a part of a system,'- which was
cific coast to Indianapolis, where he fact that a meeting of strikers, held
the report of the committees on a much religion in not calling a dollars' worth of bonds of San
Fe to Issue permits to the municipal auth
calculated to impede Moore's efforts
will attend a speed meet on May 30,
at noon, presented a resolution in favand Hebrew a 'Sheeny,' an Italian a 'Dago'
ministerial relief, publication
of
for
orities
the
coal
for
transport
county.
in behalf of his clients among the In
I am a great admirer of the big or a general return to work. The
Sabbath
and
schools, and reform, tinder and a negro a 'dinge' 'as there is in
water,
lighting
sanitary
purposej
a
The house this afternoon passed
dustrial Workers of the World.
the heading "Pomanlsm," the report. chanting Pslam. Mil," declared the bill establishing the state fair at Al- and to allow the hospitals to procurf Pueblo fireman," he continued, "and strike, which was called as a protest
The court instructed him to show
I wish him all the luck In the world against the election of Count Tisza,
of
Rev."' Marius
Rrookllne,
James
The measure' appropri Ice and food.
buquerque.
some specific act on the part of the says:
The carmen's trade union tonight Is in the coming battle. I saw Flynn as speaker of the lower house of par"That anctent foe of human liberty. Mass., In addressing the Northern ates $15,000 for permanent lair build
defendant before attempting to prove
sued a general strike notice. The and Curley during my short stop in liament was at first intended merely
papacy, as It gains in numbers Baptist convention, which is In pro
ings and $5,000 annually for the cona motive or a system. Moore then the
to quit work includes the rail- Albuquerque. The big boy looks good as a demonstration in favor of univer
in the nation, is becoming bolder and gress here today." "Americans are too duction of the
order
The house
exposition.
called his partner, Marcus W. Rob more
carmen.
means of Its al hasty in their judgment 6f the Immi
It is thought the strike to me and t prophesy that he will be sal suffrage of which Count TIsza is
road
by
menacing
passed a resolution of respect for
the heavyweight champion of the
bing, to the stand, who testified that liance ' with
determined opponent A demand
of
their
and
and
to
feeling
other railroad men.
politics
corrupt
gration question
Mrs. T. C. de Baca,' mother of Lieu- may spread
the morning of May IS, he was taken
world
on the evening of next Inde for the extension of the suffrage has '
is
top
With a secret hatred toward the foreigners
politicians.
scheming
tenant Governor E. C. de Baca, who
to the police, station, where Moore
pendence day."
been forwarded to Emperor Francia
organization numbering hun great"
died last night in Las Vegas. A resc- and his stenographer, W. S. Raw militaryof
During the short stop of the Limited Joseph.
its priestly dicta
dreds
REFUSED
thousands,
IS
MEAT,
Jution deploring the death of the
here last night Oldfleld spent most
lins, also in the custody of officers, tion over two million voters, . Us
Peace Is Restored
FREAK EXECUTION.
Washington, May 24. The navy demother of Representative Tucker,
bad preceded him. All nad been tak Jesuitical influence over the nation's
his time talking to Art Grelner
of
Peace was restored this ' evening
24.
SpringRawlings, Wyo., May
Philadelthe
partment
telegraphed
also was passed. The house met at
en there to be searched.
out- through the intervention of the govof American ing his own death trap, Joseph Seng
demands
re- tie "society queen" of the Flynn
3 o'clock this afternoon to adjo r.n phia navy yard today for a full
"Just before I reached the station president,
fit, who Is something of a speed artist ernment which induced the manufacof
a sleepless vigilance and paid tihe penalty for the murder
of
26,000
the
protestantism
port
rejection
regarding
out of respect for Mrs. de Baca.
said Robblns, an automobile con the most earnest
himself, being well known in auto turers to agree to take back theprayerful and per- William Lloyd, at 2:45 this morning
pounds of beef delivered yesterday
locked-ou- t
taining! several men drew up at the sistent effort to give its blinded mil
racing and aviation circles.
metal workers tomorrow.
the state prlsou cere, mjs neck
use
naval
on
contractor
the
the
at,
for
by
TEXAS STEERS BARRED
Oldfleld and Flynn had a visit of a Earlier in the afternoon further fierce
curb a short distance away. Porter
was
fall.
Christ"
the
It
true
not
was
of
broken
the
Gospel
by
lions
Denver, Colo., May 24. The Den transport Prairie. Only 2,000. pounds half hour in
'
and Hughey and others stepped out.
Albuquerque yesterday conflicts occurred. An ambulance ia
seconds ver Union
Concerning "Godless politics" the nine minutes and forty-fiv- e
stock yards has put into out of the consignment of 2S.O00 afternoon,
I
As
over old times, and which were three wounded men, was
passed Porter, he said: 'We're report says:
talking
The combinations of before life was pronounced extinct. effect a
quarantine against Texas pounds were accepted.
discussing the fight and racing game. attacked by rioters and broken up.
getting big game now.' After Moore, evil and reactionary political forces Seng met hi3 death bravely, wafting
cattle, because of an epidemic of
Oldfleld said yesterday that he had The wounded men were rescued with
Rawlins and myself were released by are
being more and more forced into to the gallows with head erect, and splenic fever. A dipping station has
AMERICANS WIN
the officers, Porter stepped forward the open and the people see promise there was a
hopes of being retnstatel this year difficulty.
slight smile on his lips
Buenos Ayres, May 24. The team and if so might act as a reserve
with the others who surrounded us. of once more coming Into their own. as the black cap was drawn over his been established at Fort Worth, it is
A squadron of hussars dispersed the
reported.
of marksmen representing the United driver for one of the
Porter stood so close to Moore that Bosses, grafters, trusts and the tne-- j head. He then
string of cars crowd of demonstrators, who fled into
stepped quickly upon
States carried off the international in the coming race. Barney's parting a house, which they barricaded. The
their bodies almost touched. His face mles of the public welfare generally the
trap, releasing a plug from a buc-ar- e
SIX DIE OF HEAT.
competition which terminated advice to the white hope was to "do police had to storm the building and
shooting
was flushed, his teeth clenched and
being Brought into the light of ,ej- fined wltlh water, which emptying,
Pittsburg, Pa., May 24. Six deatas today, by 4,920 points against the
to him as I did at Sheepshead Bay." only succeeded lit dislodging the mob.
his attitude aggressive.
to
crush
are
arising
released the wefght that threw the of infants from the heat were reday and the peopl
the
scored
by
points
Argentine
Oldfield
rail-"He used much profanity and
referring to stopping Johnson after a severe fight In which IS were-' them."
i,
itran,
ported to the coroner at noon today. tea m.
in the race.
wounded.
DE
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TWO

VEGAS DAILY

OPTIC, FRIDAY, MAY 24, 1912.

ers and dut! a to call mpon the travel-In- county" Toombs explained that he
New Bills
appeared bofore the house finance
auditor and other state officers for Joined the republican parry when
committee yesterday to discuss the The following bills were Introduced:
House Bill No. 237, by Montoya, an such assistance and Information as It the democrats were still in power in
Burg high license and local option
bill No. $, which will be reported out act to authorize boards of county com- considers necessary for the prosecu- Union county.
Catron charged that the republiof committee with favorable report, missioners to transfer from the court tion of ha work, to employ a stenobut with a number of amendments. It house and jail repair funds, any grapher and prescribe his duties, to cans of the ways and means comm't-teTo send for persons, records, and papers,
had not signed the resolution;
lg based in part oa the New Hamp- amount to the good roads fund.
and compel the attendance of witness that they could not do xo without
shire law which has worked well, with steering committee.
AGAIN
a number of innovations adapting it
House Bill No 238, by Goodell, sn es, to Investigate thoroughly the offi breaking their word and faith.
to New Mexico conditions. Its ad- act providing for the payment of un- cial conduct of any state or county of-Vargas scored the house organiza
ministration is to be vested In a board paid accounts approved against the fleer, state boards or commissions, and tion for its procedure In the contest
SUCCEEDS IN FORCING HIS IV of license commissioners who
will several counties of New Mexico in- the accounts of all officers entrusted oases. Clancy asked him wtotiicr on
RESOLUTION
VESTIGATION
have discretion to deny licenses to curred on account of current expenses with publlo funds; and to report the did not carry the contest paper In
THROUGH THE HOUSE
applicants who are deemed unfit and and which were not assumed by the result of such Investigation with the his pockets for three weeks. Burg
also to places located In parts where state of New Mexico. An annual levy testimony taken thereon, to the gover- asked Vargas: "Have you compiled
SanU Fe, N. M., May 24. The final a saloon would be objectionable. The of half a mill Is provided. To steering nor and the speaker of the bouse, at with the order of the house ordering
session you to turn over the contest papers?"
the opening of the second
test between Speaker Baca's house or minimum license fee In rural districts committee.
Vargas refused'to cease his torrent of
ganization and Its opposition came and small settlements Is to be $500 a House Bill No. 239, by Burg, an act thereof in January, 1913.
And be it further Resolved, That the eloquent invective when called to oryesterday afternoon amidst scenes year, and a license can be. revoked to establlshe drainage ditches. To comspeaker of the house continue posses- der and his witty retorts wero loudly
that are almost unparalleled In New for cause under the provisions of the mittee on judiciary.
He was permitted to pro
Mexico legislative history. For a time measure. A method of precinct and
House Bill No. 240, by Baca, by re sion of his present offices, and that cheered.
riot seemed Imminent and the speak- - municipal local option is provided and quest, to set forth the duties and quali he be empowered to employ a stenog: ceed. He said he had no prejudices
and the measure appears to be a rompro-- j fications of county school superintend- rapher from time to time as is neces- against Martinez or Casados but he
ealled on the sergeant-at-arm- s
was prepared to do his duty In a
threatened to call In other officers to mise act acceptable to all except ents. The salaries are prescribed for sary,
Blanchard opposed the resolution. just and lawful manner as chairman
quiet the riotous members led by those very radical on either side of the five classes of counties created
is no ranging from $1,000 to $2,430 a year, He said that there will be no second of the committee on privileges and
Blanchard, Toombs, Catron and oth the liquor question. Ther
ers, but the final test vote showed 2 doubt, that Its adoption and enforce- Counties of the first class are those session of this legislature; that the elections. He declared the republivotes for and 15 against the investi- ment would eliminate many of the having 35 or more school rooms, third assembly next January will be the can party proceeded In an orderly and
gating committee's resolution for at objectionable features of the liquor class 25 to 30 rooms, fourth class 20 second legislature of New Mexico. lawful manner.
to 25 rooms, and fifth class less than The present legislature cannot bind
"What about the senate?" shouted
investigation of fiduciary affairs In business.
To steering committee. the coming legislature. He protested oqe member.
20 rooms.
Senate
every county. A lesser storm broke
To show the (rood faith of this statement we sell you
House Bill No. 241, by Speaker Ba against a Junketing trip such as the
Senator Clark was in the chair. The
"Hurrah for the senate!" replied
out over a resolution to dismiss the
with the specific understanding that if a
Wunderbose
se
to
to
officials
authorize county
resolution provides.
Blanchard.
ca,
contests against Casados and Marli- following bills were introduced:
single pair punch through sole, heel or toe within four
Senate Bill No. 168, to repeal Sec- cure the necessary books, stationer,
The report was adopted by ii to 13,
Llewelyn replied that the people
nes. This resolution carried.
months after purchase, you are entitled to new hose free
demand that the state be started out and then the resolution was put on tin
Considerable Inroads have been tion 101, Chapter 1, title 2, Compiled etc. To steering committee.'
without quibble or question
House Bill No. 242, by Speaker Ba right; that the legislature has the passage.
made on tho house calendar. At the Laws of 1907, relative to keeping herds
en
of
must be a source of unending satisfaction
constitutional right to adopt and
Investigation of Officials
beginning of the week It had 49 meas- three leagues from a settlement, was ca, to provide for the
He said: "We
New Mexico with the United States force this resolution.
The following resolution was then
ures on it Wednesday eevnlng when Introduced by Barth.
to every mother to know that darning can be
Senate Bill No. 163, by Gallegos, to geological survey. To steering com have had traveling auditors and they referred to the Investigating committhe house adjourned, the total number
completely eliminated from the household cares.
the study of history and mtltee.
23.
have traveled and traveled and have tee:
to
reduced
encourage
However,
had been
esBills on Final Passage
not discovered anything because they
five bills and one memorial were ad civics of the United States with
Stockings of the children, the husband,
Whereas, It appears to be the sense
Mocivics.
No.
Bill
to
Amended
new
203,
In
to
and
not
state
House
did
New
of
want
on
the
discover
bills
the
cf
by
The
of
referen,ce
pecial
history
ded yesterday.
anything.
the legislature
the daughters and herself can be depended
Senate Bill No. 170, by Walton, to reno and Llewellyn, providing for the my own county shortages said to Mexico that a thorough investigation
(calendar include the senate public
upon each week to be as free from holes as on
lands bill, one of the big measures pro vide, for the payment of outstand publication of ordinances and applica amount to $70,000 have been discover of the official conduct of all state and
the date of purchase,
of the session, The new measures lng debts of counties not assumed by tion for franchises, was passed 45 to 0. ed by Governor McDonald. 1 do not county officers, and state and county
state.
Resolution
No.
or
25,
House
the
Joint
commissions
It
democrats
strikes
care
uritted
by
whether
are:
boards and
Senate Bill No. 171, by Walton, rela- Chaves, providing extra compensation republican treasurers. The people with the finances of the state and
' House Bill No. 92, introduced by
of a. dollar a day for capltol employes have a right to know and they shall counties should be made, and
Mullen, Morenq and Llewellyn, April tlev to qualifications of voters.
Reports of Committees
during the legislative session, was know, even though the expenses of Whereas, It appears that such Inves15, "an act establishing a chair of
The committee on county and muni passed.
this committee must he met by popu- tigation can best be made by commit
ornithology in the Agricultural and
House Substitute for House Bill No, lar subscription."
Mechanical College at Mesllla Park, cipal Indebtedness, reported favorably
(Prolonged ap tees of the legislative assembly, with
the $200 exemption plause).
75, by Cordova,
N. M., etc., referred to committee House Bill No. 41, the bond bill.
the. assistance of the jtate officials,
' oa ways and means. May 22, reportIf
The committee on roads reported tax law, exempting heads of families
matter
does
It
what
asked
and,
Burg
M
ed with recommendation
that It be amendments to House Bill No. 90, pro was taken up. Rogers moved that the this costs $20,000. It will save the Whereas, A committee has been apviding for the placing of Bign boards bill be amended so as to apply only to people $500,000.. The diabolical prac pointed by the speaker of the house
' ' 'till
passed.
s
residents of the state. The amend- tices that have prevailed in some of representatives to carry on and
House Bill No. 120, Introduced by along public highways.
x.
'
The commiftee on judiciary,
ment was adopted. Toombs and Cat counties must be uncovered. "I am make such investigation,
y
Llewellyn,
April 22, An act relatfavorably Senate Bill No. 40, to pro- ron called attention to the fact that here to represent my constituentsTherefore, be it resolved by the
ing to the collection of dellquent
an existing not to work for gangsters, bosses and house of representatives, the senate
taxes prior to and! Including the year vide for the election of sheriffs. Tt the bill merely
-Blanchard moved to table thives." (Applause.)
1910, etc., referred to committee on recommended a substitute for Senate statute.
concurring. That the members of the
Toombs declared the people of
BESI.
ways and, means. May 22, reported Bill No. 141, providing for the com the bill. The motion failed. The bill
SOLS
investigation committee heretofore ap
TOS
did not send their representa pointed by the house of representa
with recommendations that It be pensation of official stenographers.
passed 22 to 19.
WARRANTED TO WEAR.
House Bill No. 121, by Speaker
Bills on Third Reading
tives to the, capltol to dump a com tives, be paid the regular sum of five
passed.
House Bill No. 169, Introduced by
Senate Bill No. 154, by Holt, relat
appropriating $5,000 for the com- mlttee of 30 Into every part of the dollars per day, as salary, whenever
Burg, May 7. An act to create and ing to the recording of seals and vali pletion of the Scenic Highway be state. There should be an audit, but engaged in the work of the committee,
establish an Institution to to known dating defective acknowledged men ts, tween Santa Fe and Las Vegas ws It should be by experts and not by when the legislature is not In session;
taken up. Llewellyn was called to the 30 inexperts. He moved that the re that the expenses of the committee
as the New Mexico State fair, at or was passed 20 to 1.
We have on hand a complete stock of
near the city of Albuquerque, etc.;
solution be printed and that it take for stenographic and clerical assist
Senate Substitute for Senate Bills 67 chair.
Catron offered an amendment io Its regular order.
referred to committee on ways and and 11, relative to publications, was
ance, for the necessary expenses of
make section 1 more"- specific and to
means. May 22, reported with recom passed 19 to 3.
A scene of Indescribable confusion travel while engaged In official inves
SCREEN COOKS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING
mendatlon that It be passed with
The Holt boundary bill was passed strike out the preamble. Baca asked ensued. There were cries for the tigation, and for incidental expenses
atfer Holt explained that it affected that the preamble be retained, saying roll call. The speaker threatened the necessary to the performance of tbelr
amendments.
At The Most Reasonable Prices
House Bill No. 228, Introduced by only 14 miles of boundary between that the first law ever passed in the recalcitrant members
with the ser- - pfficlal duties, be certified by the
labor
to
convict
the
s
to
Hilton.
employ
but these persisted in chairman of said committee
May 20. An act to amend New Mexico and Texas on the Rio United States
Section 11 of Chapter 42 of the Laws Grande in Dona Ana county. ,The riv on state road work was introduced by standing in their seats and defying speaker of the house of representaGet our quotations before buying
of the thirty-eightlegislative assem- er has shifted repeatedly and fertile himself in 1903; that he had been con the ruling of the speaker. There tives, and on tie approval by the
au
eminent
in
this
as
to
of
Teresa
New
of
upon
of
were
Santa
the
by
and
be
legislative
the
lands
motions
Mexico;
gratulated
regular
grant
Vargas speaker,
paid
territory
adjourn
bly
referred to committee on judiciary. Dona Ana county have been thrown thorities all over the United States amidst the hubub made a fiery expense.
May 22, reported with' recommenda- Into the Canutillo grant, Texas. The and that it has been adopted with speech in Spanish that no one could
Old Town
Phone Main 150
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
tion that it be passed.
only forum in which this dispute can srreat. success in other states. The understand because of the noise.
If
House Joint Memorial No. 7, Intro- be adjusted Is in the United States amendment was tabled 36 to 6. The Speaker Baca persisted in calling the Your druggist will refund money
duced by Vargas, May 20, relative to supreme court, and evidence for such bill passed unanimously 43 voting.
members to order and there were PAZO fNTMENT falls to cure any
or
3
No.
Memorial
by
to
Joint
should
House
in
be
a
action
now,
cries for a "square deal." A motion case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding fide
purpose
regard
gathered
congressional
14 days.
to
in
Piles
Protruding
construc
Pueblo Indians; referred to commit- as some four or five old men are still Speaker Baca, praying the
of Vargas for a roll call was finally
"f VP
m
tee on state affairs. May 22, report- living who can testify as to the loca- tion of a government road across the put and voted down.
Th Ontic prtnu all tht news
ed with recommendation that it be tion of the old channels of the Rio Pecos forest, was passed on motion of
Casados and Martinez Seated
Grande.
Catron who explained the measure.
The committee on ways and means
passed.
House
The vote was unanimous.
Senate Substitute for senate Bill
also reported the following resolution- '
Afternoon Session
No. 36. Reported by committee on
Be It resolved by the house of repreSpeaker Baca presided.
House Joint Memorial
No. 9, by
It was 3:15 p. m. when the house sentatives of the first state legislature
public lands, an act to provide for
the creation, organization and main- Speaker Baca, wa9 Introduced and re- was called to order by Speaker Baca. of the state of New Mexico, that
tenance of the state land office, etc.. ferred to the "steering" committee. It ' Montoya by unanimous consent inWhereas, There was heretofore a
troduced House Bill No. 243, an act contest filed against Juan D. Casados,
May 13, received from senate.' May asks congress to return the
archives from the Congress-siona-l to amend Section 4, Chapter 47, laws representative from the eleventh res16, referred to committee on public
of 1907. This is another logging bill. trict, of the state of New Mexico, and
lands. May 22, reported with
library to Santa Fe.
An invitation of the school for the Speaker Baca introduced a resolu- also a like contest against Manuel C.
that it be passed.
deaf and the dumb at Santa Fe to tion for the submission of a wom- Martinez, representative from the
Nineteen Measure are Law
the closing exercises next an's' suffrage amendment to the con eighth district of the state of .New
TJp to date 19 measures passed by attend
IT-PAY- S
the legislature have become law. Monday evening, was accepted by the stitution. Referred to the committee Mexico, both of which said contests
house
motion
on
of
time
or
on
this
are
at
all
Llewellyn.
are
incidental
of
contesting
Judiciary.
minor,
They
pending,
local Importance and include resoluHouse Bill No. 14, by Chrisman, the rights of the two above named
Committee Reports
tions and memorials, bills fixing the Chairman Burg of the ways and an act for the regulation of the liquor representatives to seats in this body,
time for holding court in various dls- - means committee
local option. Committee on and,
reported adversely traffic and
Whereas, said contests have no
tricts, the perjury act, the Pacific ex- House Bill No. 148, by Moreno, by re Investigations.
House Resolution No. 19, was in merit whatsovere, or foundation In
position commission act, various ap quest, the pure food act.
propriations for legislative expenses.
Chairman Llewellyn of the commit- troduced by the committee on Inves fact, as has been shown by thorough
Several of the measures became law tee on judiciary made a report favor tigation as follows:
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
Investigation in said contests:
by the governor's signature, the oth ing the passage of amended House
Whereas, the people of the state of Therefore, be it resolved, That said
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prodbeen start contests be and they are hereby disers by limitation. No act has been Bill No. 203 to
regulate the advertis New Mexico have recently
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
.
of a missed.
vetoed thug far.
ing of municipal ordinances and appli led by 'the heavy defalcations
.
statements.
and
And be it further resolved. That the
Burg Liquor Regulation Bill
cation of franchises. The bill is by number' of the' county treasurers
D.
said
and
the
and
said
Casados
tax
Juan
collectors,
He
General
can
be trusted because his very business existence is at itake.
Attorney
Frank W. Clancy Moreno and Llewellyn.
Whereas, the speaker of this house Manuel C. Martinez are hereby declar
He
in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
believes
and many members therteof, ihave ed to be lawfully entitled to their seats
in
the goods right, but in advertising, which
making
only
their
In this body, and that it Is the sense
numerous communications from
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
constituents and taxpayers, urging of the house of representatives that
good secure repeat orders.
demanding that the financial condition the said Juan D. Casados and said
of the various counties of this state, Manuel C. Martinez were legally electThe advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
as well as tho various boards and ed and their titles as members of this ft
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
examined body are undisputed and beyond quesWhen the blood becomes infected with the virus of Contagious Blood commissions, be thoroughly
x
You
are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, beof
tion.
Poison, the symptoms are soon manifested. The mouth and throat ulcerate, into, to the end that the interests
copper-colore- d
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
spots appear, a red rash breaks out, the hair begins to coma the tAxnavers be protected and the Toombs recalled that at a caucus
out, and' usually sores and ulcers show themselves on different parts of the people be Informed of the truth con- of the republicans of the house, it
'
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
body. At the first sign of the disease S. S. 6. should be taken, for the
trouble is too powerful and dangerous to trifle with. If allowed to run oa cerning the reports as to the actual was decided not to pass on these conmoney in telling others of their goodness.
the tendency is to work down and attack the bones and nerves, and some- financial condition of affairs In this tests until their justice or Injustice
can
times it makes a complete physical wreck of the sufferer. The disease
to Buy
It
had been determined. A heated disstate.
,
make no such headway if S. S. S. is commenced and used according to directhe
That
Casados
Resolved,
Toombs
between
It
and
be
pute
Therefore,
health
and
can
be stopped, the poison removed,
tions; its progress
virus, committee on Investigation heretofore followed in which Toombs In a splenpreserved. 8. S. S. goes into the blood and removes the insidiouscure
by appointed by the speaker, Is hereby did oration set forth why he joined
cleanses the circulation and makes a complete and permanent
driving out the cause. S. S. S. quickly takes effect on the blood, and grad- authorized and empowered to sit dur the republican party and asked Casually the symptoms disappear, the health is improved, the skin cleared of
all spots, sores and blemishes, and when S. S. S. has thoroughly purified the ing all recess of the house until the ados whether he was not a candidate
circulation no trace of the disea.se is left, S. S. S a purely vegetable remedy,
ticket four years
of the second session of this on the republican
cures Contagious Blood Poison because it ia the greatest of all blood puri- opening
to
ap
Casados
1913;
in reply: "Were
asked
in
ago.
January,
legislature
treatment
Home
fiers, tested and proven for more than forty years.
as it shall you not a. democrat when the dnmo-cratifciook and any medical advice' free to all who write.
point such
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC C0 ATLANTA, GA. deem expedient and define (heir pow- party was In power In Union
?
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sugar law would save to the consumers of the United States two cents a
pound on all the sugar used in the
country or a total of approximately
a year. By collecting
1150,000,000
e'jitistics on the subject (his mathematical sharp has discovered that the
of sugar in the
total consumption
United States is slightly less than
seven and one-habillion pounds a
year, or a little more than elghiy

FORTUNE FOR
FOOD

lf

CITY'S BILL FOR NECESSITIES
LIFE ANNUALLY IS

OF pounds

man, woman and
child
the entire country.. Of this
about 30
amount, however,
only
pounds Is sold direut to consumers
while 50 pounds per capita It consumed in various manufacturing industries. In
alone nearly
s
pf a billion pounds of
sugar a year is used and the expert
has figured out that a reduction of
two cents a pound in the price of
sugar would mean a possible saving
of half a cent on a dollar box of canIa! the making of condensed
dy.
milk 140,000,000 pounds of sugar are
used and on the' finished product the
consumer's possible saving would be
s
of a cent a can. Two oth-e- i
lines of manufacture that require
enormous quantities of sugar are the
making of biscuits and chewing gum.
As to the amount that the purchaser
of a five cent box of biscuits or a
nickel package of gum oould save
through the cheapening of the sugar
entering into its manufacture, tne
computation ran to so many decimal
points that it was difficult to find
a term to express It. As a matter of
fact of course the manufacturer or
dealer would keep for himself thesv.
slight fractional advantages and toe
consumer would stand exactly where
he does today. To effect the saving
promised to cousumers by the refinfor every

In

$2,000,000,000.

New York, May 24. Figures lust
collected here have awakened New
York to the unpleasant realisation
thai its annual food bill is piling up
at a ratfc 1b excess of 2,000.00!!,0(Mi
fr.r the whole year, qr nearly twicj as
much as .the entire expense of maintaining the federal
government.
Abf.it a billion and a halt pounds ot
meat, a billion and a half eggs, thir
teen hundred million loaves of bread,
and eleven hundred million quarts ct
Milk are the four largest contributing
Hems. Some Idea of the enormous
amount of food necessary to feed the
c:.'y for only 24 hours is indicated by
lis average daily market list which
IucJcJ-the following items: 4,000,-1pounds of meat, 40,000,000 eggs,
M0.000 pounds
of butter, 1,500,000
pounds of sugar, 2,000,000 pounds of
potatoes, 300,000 head of poultry and
game, 2,200,000 quarts of milk, 200,000

A

Permanent Cure For
Chronic Constipation
.

j

Although those may dispute it who salts or waters, but operates- - gently,
have not tried It, yet thousands of without griping and without shock to
others, who speak from personal ex- the system. It contain tonic propv-tH- s
that strengthen the stomach and
perience, assert that there Is a permanent cure for chronic constipation. bowel muscles so that in time mediSome testify they were cured for as cines of all kinds can be dispensed
little as 50 cents, years ago, and that with and nature is agaig solely relied
the trouble never came back on them cn. Among the legions who testify
while others admit they took several to these facts are Mr. Jas. A, Lus'i-rnabottles before a steady cure was
Logan, Utah, and Josephine
brought about.
Bailey, Sheridan, Wyo., and they alThe remedy referred to la Dr. Calil ways have a bottle of it la the house,
well'a Syrup Pepsin. It has ueen on for It Is a reliable laxative for all the
the market for over a quarter of iv family from Infancy to old age.
Anyone wtehlng to make a trial of
century and has been popularized on
its merits, by one' person telling an- this remedy before buying it in the
other. The fact that its strongest regular way of a druggist at fifty
supporters are women and elderly cents or one dollar a large bottle
oot-tlpeople the ones most persistently (family size) can have a sample
sent to the home free of charge
constipated makes it certain that
the claims regarding it as a perma- by simply addressing Dr. W. B. Caid-wel405 Washington St., Montlcelo,
nent cure for constipation have not
111.
Tour name and address on a
been exaggerated.
It Is not violent like cathartic pills, postal card will do.

WILL 16 YOUNG PEOPLE

ENTERTAIN TOE

VILL RECEIVE

AUTOISTS

DIPLOMAS

HE AND RAY BRONSON WILL BOX
DAY BEFORE MINNEAPO.
LIS RACES.

Indianapolis, Ind., May 24. Contracts and articles have been signed
by Packey McFarland, of Chicago,
the world's 133 pound champion,' and
Ray Bronson, of Indianapolis, welterweight champion, for their ten round
boxing contest in this city on May 29,
the night before the big BOO mile
motor race at the Speedway. This
boxing match, the most Important
that has ever been held ta the middle west, Will be staged at the American Association baseball park and interest in ithe. coming meeting between these men is growing every
day. As, it will be given the night
not intend to make the editors accept FUNERAL OF KING FREDERICK
before the biggest auto race In the
everything submitted to them. As Copenhagen, May 24. The body of history of the world the attendance
no woutlined it will be a combination the late King Frederick VIII. of Den
at this boxing contest will be enor
of writers not in restraint of traae mark, who died May 14, was Interred mous as ithe
city will be overflowing
however who hope to correct certain today in the magnit'eeut old gothic with visitors and
already hundreds of
abuses to be found at times in tne cathedral at Roskilde, the burial place reservations are
in for fight
pouring
of
Danish
kings for upwards
magazine field. The chief thing of
tickets from those who have already
whloh ihe league hopes to accomp- thousand years, with a ceremony the made
pounds of fish, 250,000 pounds of cof
arrangements to attend the
lish is the prompt return for manu- Impressiveness of which was accentu motor race on Decoration
fee, 25,000 pounds 'of tea, 1,500,000 or
day.
script submitted, either In the shape ated by the widespread evidences of
The boxing bout, will be given un
anges, 1,000,000 of other miscellan
of the manuscript itself, or in coin. popular sorrow.
eous fruits, and 3,500,000
loaves of
der the management pf the IndianapoThe presence of numerous kings
As one man who is a founder exbread. These enormous items const!lis Athletio club, one of the oldest
plained, there are a number of little and queens, princes and princesses,
tnte only what may be regarded as
of boxing in the middle- promoters
of
dukes
members
other
and
an
of
to
the soul
grand
things most trying
tho necessities and ito them must he
west. For three months negotiations
royalty, together with were carried on between the club and
author.. He submits his manuscript European
added many luxuries consumed In
own sweet scores of dazzling attired diplomatists
takes
his
editor
and
the
In
ers
a
raw
their
for
free
profight
aftwo well known men before
large quantities by those able to
made these
ford them. Thirty million dollars a duct for themselves it would be nec- time In passing upon u. Nothing can and military and naval officers,
contracts nd articles were signed.
one
of
the scene within the cathedral
year would he a low estimate of the essary to make the entire saving on hurry him, although there may be
The weight agreement is 13S pounds
s
sold directly to fami demand in the market for that partic unusual brilliance. Christian X, the at noon the
money Bpent on tobacco, as would the
day of the bout. This
now king of Denmark, with the Dow
$100,000,000
for the malt and (dis- lies. This would figure out about six ular kind of stuff. He can take
is
for McFarland and m
easy
sat nearest the weight
tilled liquors and wines consumed. cents a pound or just ahout tho aver- and pay on publication, which may ager Queen Louisa,
Is
fact
his
best
fighting weight as it
be several generations hence, he may altar. Then were seated Emperor
Miscellaneous vegetables,
him to enter the ring without
especially age retail price of sugar. The real
permits
of
the
William,
George,
King
King
the early varieties, furnish another genius of the calculator is revealed in change his mind afiter acceptance
the tiresome training of
Greece, Queen Alexandria, the Dow undergoing
very large Item. This grea-- t food bill his proposal ithat the reifners be per- he may do anything he chooses
and strength. Bron
weight
reducing
Haakon
of
Russia,
King
represents the consumption of about mitted to have their way in the abo- Doubtless magazine editors generally ager Empress
out
for
weeks
held
for 142
son
of Sweden,
Prince Waldemar, the
.000.000 persons made up of the reg- lition of the sugar duty If they will will be relieved ito hear that it
McFarto
but
agreed
pounds
finally
Duke
and
Duchess
Cumberland,
of
ular population of the city, Its 300,000 file bonds actually ito deliver the sav- merely the correction of this condi
been
demands.
Bronson
has
land's
Duke nd Duchess of Nec
transient visitors, 100,000 seamen on ing they have promised to consumers tion tfoat Is to be attempted, and not and the
for two weeks and
in
active
training
wer
of
whom
all
Tessela in port, supplies for 200,01'' which would virtually mean that each a demand that all manuscripts be pur
now declares that he can make the
closely related to the late monarch.
assengers on outgoing dining cars family would get about 150 pounds of chased.
136 pound figure at the hour stipuat-eim
The funeral service was one of
and steamships and 100,000 suburban sugar a year free of all cost. Thus
What Is Grass?
and enter the ring in perfect
of
The
simplicity.
pressive
primate
homes. Allowing for luxury and waste far the refiners have given no, sign
New York cops are now consulting the Danish Church officiated.
and condition.
strength
Eight
tie average daily cost of food per cap- of accepting this plan of making good all sorts of authorities in an effort
and Bronson are old riv
McFarland
carried
Danish
officers
of
the
army
ita is not far short, of a dollar. The their campaign promises.
to find out how many blades of grass the coffin to thi chapel of Frederick als. When both were legitimate ligntousiness of supplying
this vast
An Author's Union.
K takes
to constitute
ground to V., where the remains were entombed weights they boxed a 20 round draw
amount of food occupies 5,384 whole
Now it is the poor downtrodden au- which the "Keep
Off the Grass beside those of the father of the de- at New Orleans, In September, 1909
sale establishments and 21,698 retail thors who propose to organize here
are supposed to apply. As a cesaed king. An enormous number Early In that bout Bronson put Mc
stores. In addition there are In the a union or association calculated to signs
result of orders to see- that these In of magnificent wreaths were placed Farland down for the count of nine,
oiiy 3,860 establishments engaged In protect them from the ithraldom In structions are obeyed a discussion is
the coffin. The conclusion i McFarland coming back strong and
the manufacture of food supplies.
which they allege they are held by now raging as to whether one blade abput
the service was marked by a salute during the remaining rounds of fierce
Free Sugar.
the czar-lil(editors of plutocratic of grass is sufficient to constitute of 21
guns and volley firing by a par milling earning a draw. McFarland
Free sugar in a literal as well as magazines. Writers of every kind and
continued to box around the light
grass and whether a man may be ar ty of Infantry.
a political sense Is provided for in an description have been eagerly discuss- rested for
limit following that fight al
standing on a lone spear.
weight
none
The burial service was
the
ingenious proposal which, has been ing the proposal which
the ar more impressive than the scenes en though he had many matches at 13a
they regard The discussion
put forward here by a trade expert as the boon of the century. A no- rest and
arraignment in the Yorkville acted In the capital before the depar- to 138 pounds, his iost recent im
who has subjected to analysis the ticeable decrease of
enthusiasm, how- police court of a Union square busi ture of the funeral party for Roskilde. portant battle being his defeat ot
widely exploited claim of the refining ever, took place when
it became ness man who disregarded a "Keep Every bell In Copenhagen tolled Matt Wells for the international 135
Interests that the enactment of a free known that the new
in New York
organization does Off the Grass" warning in Central throughout the progress of the fun- pound championship
park. The defendant's plea was that eral. Business and work were at a last monh. Bronson made a tour of
but a single blade of grass dlstln standstill throughout the city, while the world and returned a full fledged
guished the lawn from the path at embelms of mourning were displayed welterweight.
In addition to the main bout the
the spot where his transgression oc everywhere,
the little
curred. Unfortunately Jhe defendant flags and shreds of black bunting be club will give two ten Tound pre
Mn Henry Tolman, a veteran
happened to be standing upon a lone ing as conspicuous in the poorer quar liminary bouts bringing together
o? three wars and a man who
blade and was compelled to recognize ters of the city as the rich and sol some very classy boys. After consid
has worked hard and
ed
the force of the policeman's argu- emn draperies that w.ere displayed on erable wrangling over the matter of
since ment that a denial of tho charge the facades
many
hardships
of public buildings, com referee it finally was agreed that Ed
1 1
years of age, says Duffy's would amount ,to perjury Owing to mercial establishments
and handsome W. Smith, sporting editor of the ChiPure Malt Whiskey
has the defendant's anxiety to return Jo residences in other sections.
cago American should be the third
added many happy years to
i
the
lives of his wife and his business the nice technical ques- The enormons crowds of town peo man In the ring.
A
tion of what constitutes grass is stlli ple, garbed In black, swelled by thous- Owing to the fact that so many
himself.
an open issue. Finding thait his plea ands of arrivals from the country dis boxing enthusiasts have requested
Green Harbor, Mass.
"Both my wife, who is 84 of not guilty would involve u ic.ig le- tricts, thronged the square in front of permission to take their wives to this
while show the Indianapolis Athletic club
Church,
years old, and myself, 93 years lay to riocure witnesses, the defend the ChristlanbOrg
ant stifled his conscientious scruples, thousands of others stood bareheaded announces that ladles will be admit
old, are taking Duffy's Pure
Malt Whiskey, and we know pleaded guilty and escaped the tolls during the passage of the hearse and ted.
we are aided by this indispenAs the seating) capacity at the In
of the law by the payment of a ?2 mourners from the church to the railsable medicine to hold out a fine. , The question of how much way station. Both eides of the streets dianapolis baseball park is enormous
little longer, notwithstanding
grass it takes to constitute grass traversed by the funeral cortege were the promoters have decided upon pop
we are well aware we are living which must be kept off Is still un- bedged with lines of troops. The win ular prices for this big show. The
far beyond the three score years settled, however.
dows and roofs of buildings all along admission will be $1, with reserved
aim ten.
seats at $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 and $3,00.
route were thronged with
the
Purchasing Good Luck.
"Last spring I successfully
seats will be $4.00, arena
Ringsidei
':"
)
t...
underwent an operation for
Making luck to order for persons
and box seats $3.00. The club has ar
cancer on the ear, Through the who believe in the efficiency of the
orranged to take care of
Everybody reads The itrtle.
MR. HENRY TOLMAN, 93 Yetcf ol Aee
four-lea- f
am 01 uutiys 1'ure Malt Whis
clover is the newest indus
and
ac
ders
all
for
tickets
requests
key I was able to; withstand the shock of the operation, which often try to be .developed here, and as a
companied by postal or express monproves disastrous to many a younger person.
ey order or draft made payable to the
"A great part of my life I have been either a sailor or soldier I result the originator of the schemeto
Indianapolis Athletic club, 117 North
took part in the Seminole, Mexican and Civil wars and was in 27 has been lucky enough himself
FRECKLE-FAC- E
make a fortune. While the good luck
Illinois street, Indianapolis, will rebattles and skirmishes.
supposed to come with a four-lea- f
ceive immediate attention. The ring
"With best wishes for your
7LA
clover has heretofore been confined
will be erected just south' of the home
continued success, yours truly,
to persons with the ability to finl New Remedy That Removes Freckles
plate which will permit an excellent
or Costs Nothing
one, it remained for a local florist to
view of the bout from aa seats. Tne
Miss Freckle-Faca
chance
Here's
conceive the idea of raising them for
to try a new remedy for freckles with stands and ring will be brilliantly
sale. As a result after five years
is one of the greatest strength builders and tonic stimulants known
the guarantee of a reliable dealer lighted with electric lights. The adto science. Its palatability and freedom from injurious substances of experimenting he has just put on that It will not cost you a penny un- vance sale of tickets opened Thursrender it so that it can be retained by the most sensitive stomach. the market his first crop, amounting less It removes the freckles, while day, May 23, at Dan Smith's 117
to 3,000 plants, offered at the nominal
North Illinois street, Indianapolis.
or more than fifty years its value to those advanced in
has price of $5 each. So quickly were if It does give you a clear complexion,
years
been recognized. The
d,
the expense Is trifling.
delicate and sickly will find in
they purchased by a luck believing
it the health and strength-givin- g
Simply get an ounce of othine
properties that are so
to public that he immediately started
Poor appetite is a sure sign of Imthem It strengthens and sustains the system; is a necessary o
double strength, from any first class
promoter
paired
digestion. A few doses of
of
which
another
60,000
crop
health and longevity; makes the old feel
plants
druggist In Las Vegas and one night's Chamberlain's Stomach
'young and keeps the will be ready shortly. On
and Liver
lot
the
is
treatment will show yon how easy Tablets will
young vigorous. It prescribed by physicians and used as a famstrengthen your digesily medicine everywhere.. You should have it in your home It price will be cut to $2.5u a? by next it Is to rid yourself of the homely tion and
Improve your appetite. Thou
fall when the 800,000 four-)a- f
clover freckles and
will prove its value in the many ordinary illnesses of a
get a beautiful comfamily or
for an emergency.
..,
plants now propagating come into plexion. Rarely is more than one sands have been benefited by taking
these Tablets. Sold by all dealers.
the market it is expected that any ounce needed for the worst case.
Duffy's Pur. Mall Whiskey!, the only whiikeytW was taxed by
the GoTernment M a medicine during the
one
who believes in it will be able to
n
Be sure to ask the druggist for the
War.
good luck at the rate of double Btrength othine, as this is the
purchase
Now Is the time to get rid of your
or direct, $1.00 a large bottle. If your dealer cannot supply you, write us! $1 a
No
plant.'
of
rheumatism.
You can, do t by applygood
guarantee
sold
only
under
will
we
prescription
and
tell you where it can be bought. Our doctors will send
guaranyou luck, however, accompanies the clov- tee of money back If it
advice free, together with a valuable illustrated medical booklet
fails to re- ing Chamberlain's Liniment and massaging the parts freely at each appliThe Duffy Malt Whiskey o, Rochester,
.
ers.
,
move freckles.
cation. For sale by all dealwn
0
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candy-makin-

g

three-quarter-

.

two-fifth-

The clans of 1913 numbers 16, 12
girls and four boys, and Is the larg-e- it
!a the history of the High school.
Those who will receive their diplomas tonlt are Mins Louise Wells,
Mlns Ruth Conrad, M!a Alice Coon,
Miss Susie Connell,
Miss Mvie
.

It 1'FARLAND

e

l,

three-eight-

,

lenburg-Sohweri-

Mann, Miss Genevlm-Meioney, M!s
Marie Meloney, Miss JeBsie Evans,
Mlits Amelia
Miss Phebe
Brefeld,
Hart, Miss Opal Jone, Miss Enid
e

Mo-Ge- e,

GRADUATION
EXERCISES
FOR
Thomas Truder, Charles Daugh-ertHIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF
Samuel Grenberger and Nor
1912 TONIGHT.
man Lewis.
The exercises this evening will
The commencement
exercises of commence at 8:30 o'clock. Rufus
the graduating class of the Las VeMead, superintendent of schools, ha
gas High school will be held this
that parents and friends of
requested
evening In the Duncan opera house. the
do not send to the
graduates
ur. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
or flowers for memstage
presents
of the New Mexico Normal Univerbers of the class during the course of
sity, will deliver the address. Wil-

y,

liam O. Haydon, president' of the the exercises.
board of education of East Las VeFIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
gas, will make the, presentation of
Jack Herrlck vs. "Kid" Mitchell,
diplomas to the graduates. An excel- rounds, at Juarez, Mexico.
lent musical program, has been arranged. Several selecUons will be
rendered by the boys and girls' glee
clubs and by the Las Vegas Symphony orchestra.
The program of the exercises Is as
follows:
Overture
Selected
Las Vegas Symphony Orchestra
X.
Invocation
Rabbi Samuel Peipsr
Music
The Clang of the Forge
VP
High School Chorus
Mub1c
Fishing

In

Higfb School Boys' Glee Club

Address

Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts
Muslc
Carmena
High School Girls' Glee Club
Music
....Bridal Chorus
Senior Girls Quartette
Presentation of diplomas, Hon. Wm.
G. Haydon, President Board of Edu-

r.

Prompt service Is essential In the
We pride ourselves on
our prompt service and on the quality of our Ice. Our prices are reasonable and our weights accurate.
cation.
Don'i buy inferior Ice when you can
Music.
.The Marvelous Work get good pure Ice for the same money.
High School Girls' Glee Club
Order your Ice from
Music
Selected
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Las Vegas Symphony Orchestra
Phone Main 227
Ice business.

Greater Speed Greater Accuracy-Grea- ter
Efficiency are the
logical results of installing the
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Underwood special purpose machines meet the
parti
ticular needs of every business. Exclusive Underwood fea
tures make possible the
most important Iabor-saoi modern
ing systems
v

accounting.
The ever growing demand puts the annual sales
of Underwoods far ahead
of those of any other machine making necessary
..
r
ihn
:i
jug laigcai ijjjcyviuer iat"
and
the
tory
largest typewriter office building in the world.
Such a demand from business men everywhere is unquestionable evidence of the practical mechanical superiority of

l..!r

,

"The Machine You Will Eventually Buy"
x

Branch Offices in

All Principal

Cities

Underwood Typewriter Co.
321

West Gold Street.,

309 North Oregon St.

Inc- -

Albuquerque, New Mexico,
EI Paso, Texas.
k

n

wv.

lily's Puro Dal!TJftiGto

Jefferson Reynolds President
E. D. Raynolds Vice President
StephenB. Davis Vice President

Hal'ett Raynolds Cashier
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

e,

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

over-worke-

Spanijh-America-

N.-Y-

45

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and
Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

,

;
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ESTABLISHED

Publlihod

to the Richeson tragedy will come
when the stone marks the last resting place of a young mao of whom
great things might have been said it
only he had himself willed it so.

(Dpttc
1879.
By

THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.,
(Incorporated)

KEGSOELMHREATlf

EDITOR

L M. PADGETT

Vegas, New Mexioo, for trantmls-

-

clon through the United State mails
M second clasa matter.

THEY SAY THEIR RIGHT TO FORM
CUBAN POLITICAL
PARTY
HAS BEEN REMOVED.
1

24. Abrogation
Washington,:
of the Mora law forbidding the
of the negroes into a political
is claimed by the negroes in
party,
.08
Cuba as a basis ,or their movement,

jay

organ-lzatio-

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier:

Per
One
On
Co

Coot

.......

Week
Month

$
t

15

7.60

Tear
Daily by Mad

One Tear

Ex

vices.

Do

They

'

$6.00
Gomez.
8 00

Montha

n

tetate department adare ... also declared to
be striving for American Intervention
of President
and the
according

j

'w

While President Gomez declares he
will do all In his power to protect
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
foreign property, doubt la expressed
GROWER
in official dispatches of his ability to
$2.00
One
do this, owing to. the scarcity of
BIx Montha
'
troops.
it expects
Mail
said
has
The
Subscripgovernment
COash In Advance for
to crush the movement within ten
tions)
Kemlt by draft, check or money days with the 2,000 troops It has In
order. If sent otherwise we will not the field, but the negroes are avoide responsible for loss.
ing encounters, their principal object
.
Specimen copies free on appllca-ion- apparently! being, the destruction of

Yir

property.

alii

,

-

DISCONTINUED AT
American Ranch Robbed.
OF TIME
Havana, May 24. The Cuban gov
PAID FOIL
ernment declared today that It had
not received any furthef news from
Advertisers are guaranteed the the province of Orlente and that re
largest daily and weekly circulation ports from other sections of the Is
at any newspaper in Northwestern land Indicate that complete tranquil
New Mexico.
ity prevails. El Triuneo, the govern
ment organ, announced that the In
TELEPHONES
has failed completely and
surrection
Main 2
BUSINESS OFFICE
will be able to
the
that
government
NW3V DEPARTMENT
Main 9
PAPERS
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THE RICHESON TRAGEDY

Colonel Roosevelt made the first NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
ing and much of the advance was lost,
stop here today and addressed a
New York, May 24. Prices of im- market closed. Another upturn la the
crowd massed about his train. The portant securities rose and fell within People's Gas roe one cent and Sea-New Jersey Flflht Beglnt.
cheering was so loud that he wag narrow limits during the first two board Air Line Issues also rose sev- VOTES
Newark, N. J., May 24. The New hardily able to make himself heard.
hours of today's stock market. Aside eral points. The closing sales were
s
from a brief spectacular rise in Ameri- fas follows:
Jersey primary campaign was In lull
NATIONAL
SAYS swing today, with three of the reCOMMITTEE
. 84 Vi
can Tobacco and strength In allied 'Amalgamated Copper
Spectator It Run Over
Atlantic City, N. J., May 24. An au shares and other specialties, the net American Beot 8urar
130
NEITHER TAFT NOR ROOSE- - x publican candidates for the
In the contest tomobile behind that in which Colonel result of the
speaking
mV
early session was con- (Atchison ...
VELT HAS ENOUGH VOTES
for the 23 delegates to the national Roosevelt was riding today ran down fusing and devoid of real meaning. A Great Northern
132
convention, who will be chosen next Major William H. Hobbins, of
.118
spurt in Pacific Mail at over two New York Central
Chicago, May 24. Neither Taft nor Tuesday.
a brother of one of the Roose points advance, revived rumors of Northern' Pacific
120
Roosevelt will have S40 Instructed or
President Taft began three days ot velt candidates for delegates from change of control of that property, Reading ...
174
pledged delegates, the required num- hard campaigning when he left Tren- the Second district who had boarded rionds were
111V
Pacific
Southern
steady.
ber to nominate. In the republican na- ton this morning with a speaking the Roosevelt train at that place.
170
I'nion Pacific
The
market
became
at
stagnant
tional convention, according to opin- schedule that can-lehim to Jersey Three of Robbing ribs were broken
Steel
United
States
69?
midday and prices of the special speions expressed by members of the na- City. He will spena me
night at the and he was taken to the' hospital, culative favorites fell back, wiping United States Steel, pfd
lllOvg
tional committee today. 'The mem- home of his brother, Henry W. Taft, Colonel Roosevelt accompanying him.
out practically all the early rise. The
bers agreed that the control of the In New York City.
and it was said he was probably fat standard stocks was met by fresh sell
Kw'Tf lusty
tJ Ti Optic
convention would be in the bands of
Colonel Roosevelt was astir as ear- ally hurt. After he came out, the
the uninstructed delegates, but would ly as the president going in the .op- colonel urged the crowd to stand
vouchsafe no guess as to what their posite direction. He will end his tour back.
action might be in the mailer or se- for the day at Trenton, where a long
"This man," he said, "has been badlecting a candidate.
ly injured by doing just what you are
speech is scheduled tonight.
A supporter of Taft on the commitSenator LaFollette spent the nljiht doing."
"
tee declared that even if Roosevelt at Atlantic City, where yesterday
Colonel Gain Two More
to
won all the delegates yet
be chos- evening he addressed a large audi24. Colonel
Columbus, O., May
ence on the steel pier. Today ne
en, he still would be short of the
540 votes.
campaigned in the northern and cen- Roosevelt gained two more delegates
Finest Quality Fruits and VeIt Is expected that the first real tral parts of the state, planning u In tho Ohio primaries Tuesday than
his
accorded
tobeen
had
him, making
getables From Field to Can
test vote between the Taft and Roose- wind up at Newark and Peterson
34 to Presient Tatt's eight
The Same Day.
delegates
velt forces in the convention will oe night.
The official count In the Thirteenth
on the adoption of the report of the
district shows that Thomas Dewey
Taft Smile In Evidence.
committee on credentials Every conONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
Phillipsburg. N. J., May 24. The A. J. Engler, Roosevelt delegates,
test passed on by the national com
- were elected by slight majorities. The
towas
smile
in
Taft
evidence
again
mittee probably will be taken before
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.
error which gave Colonel Roosevelt
the committee on credentials
ad ' ay wllen ne president took up hla
from the Fifteenth was
both
fought out on the floor of the con- campaign. At Flemington, where he offset delegates
of one In the Sixth,
loss
the
by
Mr.
made
Taft
his
first
pointspeech,
Noted
vention.
The committee, it is exE.
E.
for
EulasB,
Taft, defeating W.
adto the legislative record of his
pected, will be about evenly divided. ed
P17
no
JUT Y
Eaum. There haa been
change
The members of the national com- ministration and asked New Jersey-lte- s H,
Harmon
democratic
in
the
standing,
to show their belief in Its
mittee who have considered the matholding' 31 to Wilson's 11.
by voting for him.
ter, do not expect a fight to be made
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND
"I am here only to ask your Judgon the selection of Ellhu Root as
HARVEY'S
"if you
said
the
ment,''
president,
chairman
of
temporary
the convenThe popular mountain ranch resort
tion.
Officials of every important think my administration has done will
open Its 30th season on Saturforeign country will, it is expected, well by , the people,' I ask your ap- day, June 1, 1912, Mr. Harvey In
then
think
if
and
don't
you
it,
on the platform as proval
occupy seats
charge. Rates at Harvey's this year
gueBts of honor at the republican na I expect your disapproval."
are $2 per day; ,7 days $12. Charges
In
of
Colonel
Roosevelt's
speaking
tional convention. Applications for
for saddle animals: Burros, 50c a
the
views
constitutional
of
questions,
seats have already been received
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
day, 25c half days or Jess; ponies
"Would
an
yon have
from Count Bernstorff, German am- president said:
man with his Ideas of con- $1 per day, 60c half day or less.
bassador, and James Bryce, ambassa- unsound
Fare to Harvey passengers by audor from Great Britain. Chairman stitutional government in the presi- tomobile to
carriage house $1 each
New. said an effort will be made to dency?"
way; the remainder of the trip by
provide them with seats on the plat
burros without charge to guests of a
form.
"It's Your Fight," Sayt Colonel.
week, others 60c each way.
feel
Ormsby McHarg, who Is to have
Burlington, N. J., May
Leave orders at Murphey'g, Cutler
charge of the Roosevelt contest be- that we have the right to appeal to Brothers' or Plaza Hotel or Phone
fore the national committee, con every farmer, every wage worker, Main 35. Auto goes out Wednesdays
ferred with Secretary Hayward to every small business man to stand and Saturdays at 8 a. m., returning
day. He, left for the south this af- with us in this fight," said Colonel the same day.
ternoon and said he would return in Roosevelt here today. "This Is your
'
Old papers for sale. Optic office
week to remain until June 6 when fight."

restore order speedily, thanks to the
eefflclency of the army and the loyal
support of the Cuban people. Including all the better elements of the colored race.
The press generally comments with
approval on the action of Washington in sending warships and marines
to Quantanamo, regarding it as an
expression of the desire of the United States to support the Cuban government. Two stores In the village
of San Marcos, In the .vicinity of
Guantanamo, belonging to the Fidelity company, an American concern,
were pillaged by a rebel band today.
The negroes carried off all the stock,
tight horses and $500, In cash. The
Cuban cruiser has arrived at Guantanamo with reinforcements of infantry
and artillery and' arms for the local
volunteers.
The British protected cruiser Mel
pomene, commanded by Captain Henry M. Doughty, arrived here today
and exchanged salutes with the fortRumors are current
ress Cabanas.
that the cruiser has come to insist
on protection for British subjects and
property In Cuba.

tragedy. in
execution Is not the taking of a hu
man life by the state, but the fact
that It has to be taken because it
expiates the taking of another hu
man life by the individual. In such
4 case as that of Eicheson, the trag-dbecomes all the more impressive.
His crime was not committed In a
sudden spasm of fury. Ifi was not,
committed by a man of low intehifence and brutish mode of life. It
was not committed by one whose
brain was made sodden and murder
ous by drink. It was not committed
Negroes Capture Town.
ty a man who had nothing to Iook Santiago, Cuba, May 24. A band of
"forward to in the future. It was not
negro Insurgents, apparently under
committed In the anger of jealousy
command of General Ivonet, has
or under the dominion of the element the
attacked and captured El Caney Del
al passions of revenge or real or fan- Sitlo four miles from Palma Soriano
eied wrongs.
or. the Bay'amo branch of the Cuba
Xn the contrary, it was the crime railroad.
They sacked the town, coma ' man of unusual Intellectual
many outrages. A small demitting
equipment, with a brilliant career al tail of rural guards stationed at El
ready begun, with every Incentive for Caney Del Sitio was unable to offer
'clean and honorable dealing with his any effective resistance to' the rebels.
fellowmen, with many prizes ihigihly - El Caney Del Sitio Is Bituated In
esteemed by the world already In his the center ot a rich coffee and cocoa
grasp and still higher ones waiting region, and the amount of damage
for him to win them, His was
done by the rebels is estimated at
crime, committed in cold blood with a high figure. A body of regular
the cruel deliberation and the cal troops left San Lula last night for El
lous hearteesness of a fiend. Lastly Caney Del Sitio, on the receipt of the
and most deplorably of ail, it was report that the insurgents were
ithe crime of one who "desecrated the
marching on the place. They arrived
eacred tailing of the ministry and too
late, however, to prevent the sack
ised it as a cloak to mask his evil
ing of the town, but Intend to pursue
designs. It was a crime so mon- and attack the insurgents today.
strous that It does not event cast opThe newly organized corps of vol
probrium upon the splendid body of unteers, while patrolling the streets
the Christian clergy, which cannot of Santiago last night, captured
nnssiblv be smirched by a deed so negro
cutting down Ihe electric light
abnormal.
posts near the power house. Appar
'
There Is surely the very essence of ently It was his Intention to plunge
tragedy In the spectacle of a man the city Into darkness in order to fa
dedicatei.tO the Jiopls..roression ,gt cilitate a nigh attack by
a Christian civilization dying in the
forces known to be in the imme
electric chair a convicted criminal, diate vicinity.
and the very members of his family
divided as to whether his remains
TODAY IN. CONGRESS
should be buried beside those of his
mother truly a tragic example of Washington, May 24. Senate: Met
fine gifts trailed In the mire and at noon and resumed consideration of
great opportunities sacrificed to pas the eight hour, bin. r
sions that would disgrace the lowest Interstate commerce committee will
specimen cf the race. The Idea of hold evening sessions beg'nnlnsj next
such a man "forgiving" everybody Wednesday to consider trust lcgisla
and "praying for all" Is one of the tion.
Met at 11 a. n. and !cgan
House:
grotesque features of an affair un
aavory and criminal to the last de consideration of :h nr?ent deficien
.
cree. Citation of the sickening! de- - cy
Diffenderfer, before
tails supplies sufficient excuse tor
war
the
of
old
that
the
expenditures com
department
aphorism
disregarding
the dead only good should be spoken. mitee, pressed his request for investi
"With no hatred or malice but with gation into purchase of shoes for sol
ol- profonndest regret, the earthly finis diers.
ng-

tt

,

the national committee
bearing of contests.

THEY VILL HAVE TO

the

begins

HUME

j

preslden-nomlnatio-

HAS BEENABROGATED
Entered at the postofflce at East
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Phjne Main 344.

We have on hand the Suits Enumerated be
low which have been left on our hands On each
of these garments a deposit of $5.00 has been paiji
and we are going to give our Customers the ben

s

.

Las Vegas AutomoMle

G

efit of these deposits for

0 Jl

&

Machine

Whalen,

&

Co.

Fowler Preps

L A.
NUT

UGARTE LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

;

91LU relay

All That is Good in

Only

FOOTWEAR

Thus our regular $15.00 Value will be sold for $10,00 and
$18.00 Suits $13.00 Etc.

1
1

Special English Walking Suit Size 37 Regular Fnce $23.00 for
Extra Quality Blue Serge Coat $13.00 value

1

Extra Large Ladies Tailored Suit regular price $25.00
Ladies Tailored Suit Medium Weight and Size $25.00 regularly

-F-

$13.00
$10.00

9 Regular $18.00 Suits
3 Regular $15.00 Suits

,

.....$15.00
,...,:,.;......$1b.5U

OR-

Women

Men

Children

THE STYLES FOUND IN OUR SUMMER
DRESSES WILL DELIGHT YOU

$8.00

This is not a bargain Sale we are just giving
you the benefit Lof the money that" iias been, paid

All the favored materials and Coloring. The cry from now
on will be for Cool Summer Clothes. No place else can offer
such beautiful sweet dresses. This department is completely
filled with just the ones you will admire. Styles Desigmed to
please everyone.

-

.

vJ't

'."Prices CI. 75 To C45

on these garments.
This is an exceptional opportunity and we
urge you to come in anci satisfy yourself on this
.
score.

If its New

,

We Have

c'.

It.

See Our Line of

PUMPS

v

Each one Belongs in a Class to Itself

IIP m

1

59R

MODEL

or call and we will have our demonstrator

Telephone

r

".

OVERLAND

IfllLtiS

ML"

I

'The

Store of Quality'
-

ve

-

6O8 DOUGLAS AVE.

E. LAS VEGAS, N.

"makkrs of the CLOTHES

WE SELL"
-

I

M.

E. Las Vegas- -

N.M'.
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INTERS DRUG

Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Maes of Las
Conchas were visitors In Las Vegas
today.
Andres Daea, a sheepman of the
lower country, waa In Las Vegas today
on business.
Finest custom shoe repairing, workunexcelled.
manship
Hedgcock's,
Douglas avenue.
Charleg Rosenthal returned last
night on train No. 2 from a short
busitiess trip to Albuquerque.
A big line of commencement
and
gift books for graduation presents at
Murphey's drug store.
"
Charles C. Cunningham, son of Dr.
J M. Cuntnnlgham, was in Las Vegas
yesterday and today on business.
Choice of all my tailor made ha la
for $6.00 each, to make room for my
kodaS stock. Mrs. L. i. Wright, 50'J
Sixth, street.
B. O. McCreless
of Albuquerque
came In last night from the Duke City
and was In IjBs Vegas today on business.
Telephone Main 150 lor a package
of wall paper cleaner, as it has now
arrived, Las Vegas Lumber Co., Old
Town.
. William
O. Haydon left yesterday
for William , Kroenlg's ranch near
which he will spend several days. He
made the trip on horseback, j
A big fresh assortment of LIggett's
and Huyler'g candies Just received
for commencement week at Murphey's
drug store.
(
Charles S. Henderson of Kansas
City, representing the sheep department of Clay, Robinson and company,
live stock commissioners, was In Las
Vegas today on business.
See ithe new spring styles In Queen
Quality oxfords, v strap slippers and
pumps. Prices from $2.50 to $3.50 at
HedfCock's.
J. C. Brown, traveling auditor of
the Harvey house system, was In Las
Vegas yesterday afternoon, leaving
Last night on train No. 8 for the north
ern part of the division.
S. B. RQhrer of Topeka and his son.
R. M. Rohrer, the principal stockholders of the Topeka, Mica Mining com- pauy, the latter being manager of the
company's mine at Ribera, will leave
this evening for Topeka.
D. T. HoskJns, cashier of the San
Miguel National bank, left yesterday
afternoon for Trinidad, where he will
join Elmer Fowler, who ia driving
Mr. Hoskins' new Overland 35 fore
door touring car from Denver.
Mr.
Hoskins will make the trip to Las
Vegas in the , car and they are ex
pected to arrive here tomorow.
Dr. Peter Duket returned yesterday
.

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Out responsibility Is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription Tilling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill our
prescription.

Vi

CO.

Phone Main a

NEW DAINTY
WASH GOODS

,

30 inch fast colored

figured
Batiste in light and dark patterns at 10c a yard.
40 inch Bordered Lawn in
the newest Grecian effects, all
colors at 15 a yard.
Cotton Folards, large assortment of colors, at 15c a yard.
Egyptian Tissue Ginghams,
at 20c and 25c a yard.
Silk and Linen mixed foulards, all leading shades at
30c a yard.
;

Hoffman

&

Graobirifi

(The Popular Priced Store)
Agents or Tht New Ua (Or Patten
'

I

t
r
i

Phone Mam 104.

,

,

'

.

Cafe De Luxe
REGULAR DINNER

25c
SUNDAY DINNER

35o
Finest A La Carte Bill in the' State

BARNES & RUSH, Props.

DRAMS AND PUFFS MADE

I

KNOWS NOW.
Doctor Was Fooled By His Own Case
for a Time.
t

O

ORDER

OF HUMAN HAIR to match
any shade. Will also make,
up your combings.
AT TAICBERT'S

PHONE

VEGAS 340

ALL GOOD FELLOWS GO TO

nun a run

lift I u mm

iTFT
m
N i
lm

I I

OLD RIPY WHISKEY
GOLDEN GEER ON

COORS
-D-

RAUGHT-

All Brands of Bottled Beer

and Bonded Whiskies
Family Trade Solicited

Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer
. Delivered

Free.

515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck

Read

rne Optic

GRADUATION PRESENTS

ONE
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Small criminal cases are occupying
the attention of the district court and
the sessions are uneventful.
Yesterday the case of Ruflno Garcia, charged
with assault with a deadly weapon on
the person of Nieves Maes, caused a
little ripple of merriment tcs sweep
across the court room, but Judge David J. Leahy quickly dispelled any
possible desire to laugh that might
have been entertained by spectators
or court attaches. The evidence In

the case brought out the fact that Garcia had struck Maes over the head
with the butt of a revolver, knocking
the man senseless.
, It was believed Maes was dead and
a coroner's jury was called to determine In what manner he had met his
death. Just as the Jury was about to
lender a verdict accusing Garcia of
killing Maes, the Injured man regained consciousness and, arising, walked
into the court room. This freed Garcia of the serious charge. The Jury
yesterday, after hearing the evidence,
convicted Garcia of assault The
trouble occurred some time ago in one
of the country precincts.
Nine true bills were returned this
morning by the grand Jury. None of
the offenders against whom they are
directed Is under arest and the names
have not been made public. Severla-nDomlnguez, who yesterday was acquitted, on an instructed verdict, of
larceny of a horse, was this morning
arraigned on a similar charge under
an Indictment presented by the prestrial
ent grand jury. Dominguez's
was set for Wednesday of next week.
When arraigned under the charge of
embezzling a small sum of money
from the Singer Sewing Machine com
pany James J, Hyder pleaded not guil
ty. His bond was fixed at $G00 and
his trial was set for next Monday.
Hyder was arrested some time ago but
was unable to give bond and has been
in jail several .weeks.
The case of Manuel Ortiz, charged
with horse stealing, has been continu
ed until the next term of court, the
witnesses having been instructed to
appear at that time. For this afternoon the case of Florenclo Aragon,
charged , with larceny of cattle, was
set for trial.

SATURDAY AND

BENNY CHAVEZ

HERO OF HIGH SCHOOL. PLAY IS
OVERSUPPLIED
WITH
RELATIVES.

MONDAY

For Deep Cut Glass
98c pieces
worth from $ 1.50
to $2.25 each.

For Deep Cut Glass
pieces 'All Teasers'
worth $2.50 to $4.50

53,

40 For

t

C u

Deep

Glass ware $4.50
to $6,00 Values. '
For

--

Cut
Deep "Sen

re
S4, 93sational"
Glass-wa-

$6 00 to

$10.00 Values.

Curtain nets that are worth
50c, 60c and 65c, in white,
ivory and Arabian color, 45,
48 and 50 in. wide, ex- - QKn
tremely good value, yd-

19.80

For 9x12

Axrnins-te- r

Rusts also Wil
ton Velvets, worth $24.50,
$27.50 and $29,50 each

When you think Linoleum,

Carpets, or Shades,
'
ber

remem-

'

THE ROSENTHAL
Opposite Y. M. C. A.

-

CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
Chicago, May 24. Cattle, receipts
2,000.

Market quiet generally steady.

Beeves $6.109.40; Texas steers $6
7.25; western steers $6.257.90;
stockers and feeders $4.06.85; cows

and heifers $38; calves $5.258.75.
Hogs, receipts 14,000.. Market Blow
ewak to five cents lower. Lights

$7.207.72;

mixed

$7.3507.824;

$7.357.85; rough $7.35
7.55; pigs $57; bulk of sales $7.60
7.80.
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market steady to shade higher. Native $3.75
western $46.40; yearlings
6.2o;
$5.257.50; lambs, native $58.65;

heavy

western
.
f

$a.509.

,

LAST CHANCE TO SEE

J.

FLYNN TOMORROVyNIGHT
AFTER APPEARANCE
AT BASEBALL BENEFIT FIREMAN WILL
RETIRE TO CAMP

I')
V

.

A new highwater mark for the annual senior class play o( the Lag Vegas High school was set last night at
the Duncan opera house in the production of ."Aunt Jane at Bexley.'
The piece, a real live comedy, a story
of college life, was put on In a clas- sy manner before one .of the largest
audiences that ever attended an ama
teur production in the Meadow City.
There was something doing every
minute of the time and the students
handled their parts wen.
The piece is a round of amusing in
cidents resulting ; from too much
celebration on the part of the college
hero ,and too many ."Aunt Janes.
Jlmmie Cavendish goes on a toot
and in a state of .Intoxication, kisses
Mrs. Cleopatra Popp, wife of the professor of philology. The play opens
"the morning after the night before'
with Jimmle being called Jo account
for his actions. To prove an alibi he
says that he was out visiting his
Aunt Jane Cavendish of Wall street,
and to carry out the bluff, he asks
Short Long to masquerade as his
aunt Short refuses and Jimmle turns
to his friend, Ted Cheseldine, for as- ance. Short later reconsiders the
matter and the first thing the hero
knows there are two Aunt Janes
loose on the campus. The College
Widow, Marjorle Havlland, learning
of JImmle's plight, also makes up as
Aunt Jane and the first act closes
with Jimmle trying to explain the
presence of the three aunts to Professor and Mrs. Popp and to Major
Kllpepper, Mrs. Popp's brother, wno
will have blood for the insult offered
his kindred.
The real Aunt Jane puts in appearance In the second act, at a dinner
party which is being given to the
bogus "Auntie," but is sidetracked
for the time being, going to the hospital where one of the boys tells her
that her dear Jlmmie Is lying 111. The
last act discloses the Identity of the
masquerading Aunt Jane to llajor
Kilpepper, but as he has made the
mistake of proposing to the wrong
aunt he is easily pledged to secrecy.
Of course the hero has a love affair
and there is a football game in the

AT
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It is Easiest to Choose
From a Full Assortment

DANZIGER'S

BIG

DEPARTF.IEHT

STOEE

'
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It's easy to understand how ordinary people get fooled by coffee when
doctors themselves sometimes forget
the facts.
A physician speaks of his own ex
perience:
"I had used coffee for years and
really did not exactly believe It was
injuring me although I had palpitax
tion of the heart every day.
(Tea
contains cafflene the same drug
I
found in coffee and is JusWas harmful as coffee.)
"Finally one day a severe and al
most fatal attack of heart trouble
M
frightened me and I gave up both
tea and coffee, using Postum instead
and since that time I have had absolutely no heart palpitation except on
one or two occasions when I tried a
small quantity of coffee which caused
severe irritation and proved to me
must let It alone.
"When we began using Postum It
seemed weak that was because we
did not make It according to directionsbut now we put a little bit of Las Vegas boxing fans, this will
butter In- - the pot when boiling and introduce to yotT Smiling Benyty Cha
allow the Postum io boil full 15 min-- ' vez or innidad, Colo., the bantamutes which gives It the proper rich weight champion of the Rocky moun
flavor and ithe deep brown color.
tains. During the past six or seveTj
I have advised a great many of months you have been
reading about
my. friends and patients to leave otf that boy, who has been knocking 'em
coffee and drink Postum, In fact 1 out Well,
here is his photograph,
daily give this advice." Name given which gives a good idea of how the
by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
sturdy youth looks when he is facing
Many thousands df physicians use an opponent In the squared circle.
Postum In place of tea and coffee In
their own homes and prescribe It to
patients.
. F. L. Myers, Santa Fe division '
There's a reason," and it is ex
returned this afternoon
plained in the little book, "The Road from a short business trip to Albuta Wellvllle," In pkgs.
,
querque.
; Ever
read the above letter A new
Harold Cohn, who has been attend
one appears from time to time. They ing school at, the New Mexico Miliare genuine, true, and full of human tary Institute during the past year,
tnterest.
returned home this afternoon.
--

FAKE AUNTS

AND ONE REAL

NIEVES
BY
MAES, ASSAULTED
RUFINO GARCIA, "COMES TO
LIFE" UNEXPECTEDLY

v

OFFICIAL DISPENSER OF

THREE

01 INQUEST

afternoon from Santa Fe where he
had been several days on business. Dr.
Duket made the trip to the Capital
City overland In his Bulck touring
car. George Fleming, secretary of the
Commercial club, left this morning for
the La Cueva ranch, where he will he
for several days.

,

-T-

'DEAD MAN' ATTENDS

As tomorrow night will be the only
occasion before July 4 upon which Las
Vegas people will have an oportuni- t yof seeing Jlmmie Flynn in action,
It Is expected that a large crowd will
be present at the boxing carnival in
the Duncan opera house for the bene
fit of the Las Vegas baseball associa
tion.
Flynn will box three rounds
with Al Williams, his sparring part
ner, and there will De a classy pro
gram of boxing events participated in
by clever handlers of the mitts. Tom-mi- e
!s
Ryan, Flynn'a tralner-ln-chief,

expected to arrive tomorrow. He will

be present at the exhibition and likely will make a speech to the crowd.
Ryan's arrival means Flynn's retire
ment from the public eye for some
time, as the Callfornlan will make his
pupil get down to hard work and cut
out exhibition stunts. Jack Curley will
referee the bouts of the evening and
there will be plenty of entertainment
for everybody.
s
bout the
Next to the
event in which Benny Chavez of Trin
idad, champion bantamweight boxer
of the Rocky mountain district, and
Kid Williams, the Los Angeles whirl
wind, will box eight rounds, will be
the stellar attraction. This will he
a fast number as both Chavez and
Williams are of the fapidfire variety

OLD TOWN
Call

SOUTH SIDE PLAZA

and see our SHOE SPECIALS for Ihe next lew days.

Our unprecedented reductions on all foot wear wll
surprise you.

.

DMIGEIt

& CO.

Fly Time will Soon be Ilere
We have a large assortment of

SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS
and WIRE, ALL WIDTHS at LOWEST PRICES
-

GG&ns

Lur.iozn go.

PHONE MAIN

,
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ence as usual. Leviticus, "the ace of
The play was staged at the dlrec-spades," porter for the boys, was
played by Leslie Swallow, who put of English, and Mrs. Cnarles Kohn,
life Into the part and created much Instructor of music, To them much of
amusement for the audience. Norman the credit of the success of the proLewis was seen In the part of Profes- duction is due.
d
sor Popp and Vernon
as Dr. Twiggs, one of the faculty.
The games between the Las Vegaa
Miss Opal Jones, as Miss Twiggs,
Maroons and the Dawson teams, which
Miss Louise Wells as Mrs. Dollie
Stiles, Miss Amelia Brefeld as Mrs.
and Sunday in Dawson, have
been
Twiggs, Miss Jessie Evans as Mrs.
called off and late this afternoon the
Gilchrist, and Miss Enid McUee as
Meadow City aggregation had not fillMrs. Schlauber fitted their parts well.
ed the dates. The management, howMiss Caroline Greenberger, Ralph
ever, la In communication with Santa
Qulnley, William Lord and Clifford Fe
and It Is probable that the Capital
Stewart appeared in the play as studCity nine will play here Sunday.
ents, and Wayland Koogjler, Martin

play.
Charles Daughery played the" part
of Jimmle Cavendish, making a good
hero.
Short Longj was played by
Eddie Meloney, and Tom Truder was
seen as Ted Cheseldine.
These two
"Janes" made a big hit with the audience and were the life of the play.
Sam Greenberger appeared as Major
Miss Alice Coors made
Kilpepper.
a charming college widow and Miss
Phebe Hart played the part of the
real Aunt Jane in good style. Miss
Marie Mann appeared as Miss "Jim" tunat, unrrord Stewart and Frank
Channing, with whom Jlmmie Caven-wisMcCullough were seen as guests at
falls In love and no one In the Mrs. Popp's dinner in honor of "Aunt
audience blamed Jlmmie at all.
Jane." Philip Callahan as Billy Van
Miss Susie Connell appeared In the Dorn, Short's chum, fitted his
part as
part of Mrs. Popp, portraying the role a jolly student but a bashful lover,
well. The part of "Ma Baggsby" was and Frank McCullough made
good as
played by Miss Ruth Conrad, who Scotch McAllister the football capfilled the character of the
motherly tain.
old landlady well. Miss Marie MelonSeveral songs, one by "Leviticus,"
ey appeared as Louise, the athletic of a humorous
nature; another by
girl, and Miss Genevieve
Meloney BUI Lord, a student and one by Miss
played the part of Daffydll, who had Marie
Meloney, the athletic girl, with
"growed up" with the town, these several
songs by the students added
sisters making a hit with the audi- - to the attraction.
Schlott-uppBr-e-

h

AGAINST EXCLUSION.
Los Angeles, May 24. Chinese of
southern California,
through their
chamber of commerce In this city, Is-

sued an appeal to the people of the
coast today, asking them to join in
a protest against ithe Dillingham exclusion bill, which has already passed
the United States, senate and Is pend
lng in the house. The bill, It is stated, would constitute. If enacted, a
menace tq the commercial relations
between this country and the new republic of China.

Capital Paid in

Surplus

5100,000.00

$50,000.00

Flynn-Wllliam-

of boxers. ,
; Kid Burns of Chicago ; and; Roy
Blackwell, welterweights, will entertain the crowd for six rounds, while
Jack North and Ed Hanson, two local
iadsv will start a four round set-tRay Lynch of Pueblo and Jesse
of Kansas City also will box
four rounds.
Tickets are now on sale at Mur- phew'a drug store and are going fast
The fans are taking advantage of this
oportunity to see Flynn at work and at
the same time witness some classy
boxing by lesser lights ot the ring.
n

If you want to get the want yon
want to get you want to get your
want In a want getter. The Optic
wants you to get the want yon want
to get Try the ' Want Ads" and aee

f.

FRANK

SPKINUER.

President

'
V--

A.S

V7

VSD.

T.

HOSKINS,

VEGAS

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
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Lxs Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office

with the

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

San Miguel National Bank

President
President
Treasurer
Vice

,

Interest Pa.id on Deposis
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that we cant

BUSINESS

.

.

..DIRECTORY
THOMAS J.SMORTIMER
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRING

r

6t2lDOUGLAS AVENUE
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is so long ago

whether the
ladies of New York made themselves
agreeable to him In the historic manner of the Cannibal Ulands by asking him la to pick an acquaintance
with them, hut It is a fact of history
that the proprietor of a hotel In Chicago did meet him at the door and Inquire whether he wouldn't like to go
to his room and wash up.' Under all
these honors, as far as we are Informed, the American public bore
with some degree of composure,
but the arrival of the duke on a purely social visit was too much for the
srletocratio emotions of all secpent-utions f the population, and they received him with as great a show of
fealty as though he were the reigning
prince and they his sworn subjects."
recall

p

CENTRAL HOT EL
MRS. R. FLIMT, Prop
Cor. Grand and Douglas Ave.
East Las Vesras, N. M.

GOLD SEEKERS

OF LONG

AGO

They Took Large Quantities of the
Precious Metal From Brazil
150 Years Ago.

may concern that the following de
Time Signals by Tslsohan.
scribed
estrmy animal was taken ip by
A median mm tsas oeen attached to
N. Auhert. Stanley, N. M.
at the Hamburg obserthe
One dark brown horse,
vatory by which 'the eiact official time
la transmitted to the telephone sys- black tall and mane, about 9 years
'S
tem of the city. From the fifty-fiftold, weighing about 800 lbs., 15 hands
to sixtieth second of each minute the high.
apparatus transmit a a musical signal,
Branded
f.
, .
which is followed by a pbonographlo
4
On left thigh
ZX
announcement of the exact minute.
The signals are transmitted by speSaid animal being unknown to this g
cial wire to the headquarters of the Board, unless claimed
by owner on or
telephone system, and thence to each before June 5, 1312, said date
being
local exchange. Any telephone sub10 days after last
appearance of this
scriber who wishes to get the. exact
S
AA
8
time has only to ask for the time con- advertisement said estray will bt, sold e
it
nection at his exchange and to listen by this Board for the benefit of the
owner
when
for the phonographic announcement.
found.
This is an improvement upon the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-- '
American method by which time sigAlbuquerque, N. M.
TI8EMENTS
nals are transmitted by telegraph only 1 st pub.
May 14, last pub. May 24. 12
once a day. Youth's Companion
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estray Advertisement
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
Notice is hereby given to whom it No
One plnt ')f Houf,"IIiub"alf cupful of
ad to occupy leas space than two
butter, one-hacupful of sugar, or,e may concern that the following de- lines. All advertla ments
charged
of baking powder, one scribed estray animal was taken np by will
teaspoonful
be booked at space actually set,
f
egg,
cupful of finely choppec F. M. Goodln, Three Rivers, N. M.
without regard to number of words.
cocoanut,
teaspoonful of
One two year old red mot. Cash In advance
to
milk
make
stiff
a
preferred.
hatter.
alt,
Rub the butter finely into the flour; tley faced, yellow spot on left aide.
idd the baking powder, salt, sugar, heifer, weighing 500 lbs., and 7 feet
soooanut, the egg well beaten and the high.
Branded
milk. Place in small pieces on a
On right hip
greased baking tin, brush over with
milk, sprinkle with chopped cocoanut,
Branded
and bake in a hot oven for IS minOn right shoulder
utes.
time-cloc-

IT II

k

Alexander P. Rogers, a mining engineer who recently made an Inland voy:
age by river from the mouth of the
Amazon to Buenos Ayres, found proof
that the same regions had been overrun 150 years ago by a band of adventurous goldseekers.
They were remarkably successful In
their search for gold, too, and found
every mine which is known today in

M BIEHL. Propktor

Ave
Phone Main 447
416 Grand

General

,

Business

Garage

that region.
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Peanut Kisses.
Shell a half pint of peanuts, removSaid animal being unknown to this
ing the brown skins, and chop or roll
rather fine. Beat the whites of four Board, unless claimed by owner on or
eggs to a stiff froth, but not dry. Add before June 5, 1912, said date
being

v

j

carefully two cups of granulated 10 days after last appearance of this
sugar, stir la the nuts and drop by
said estray will be sold
teaspoonfuls on oiled paper. Bake in advertisement,
instruments.
They cut the moderate oven until a golden brown. by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
ditch through a cement formation that
in places was twenty feet deep, and
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Small Oyster Pies.
near the lower end they constructed
Albuquerque, N. M.
Take on quart oysters and chop
a great chamber in which they ground
st pub. May 14, last, pub. May 24, 12
fine.
Make
f
rich
Whethdrawn
pint
the ore between huge rocks.
seasoned with Bait and cayer they used mercury to amalgamate butter
enne.
Stir
in
the oysters and allow to
Estray Advertisement
the gold I could sot determine, but
Notice is hereby given to whom it
several Btone tanks and sluices made boil five minutes. Pour into pastry
me think that possibly they did. Tbey Bhapes baked in smaU pie dishes. Put may concern that the following
butlt a town around these works with In the oven and cook two minutes.
estray animal was taken up by
a brick kiln and a distillery as the Serve immediately.
Southwestern Irrl. Land & Power Co..
most important adjuncts. It must
Los Lunas.
have been a busy and exciting place
Pan Roast. Two chestnut sorrel mares.
to live In, ruled over by an iron hand,
Melt a tablespoon of butter and add
Branded
word
in
law
the master's
everything, a dozen large oysters with a cup of
and a cruel law it was.
On left thigh
the oyster liquor. Season with salt
They took out a large amount of and pepper and cook two minutes.
Said, animal ijeing unknown to mis
gold. And then, to enjoy it, they had Put slices of toast on hot plates, a Board, unless claimed
by owner on or
to get out to the civilized world with few oysters on each and pour on
before June 5, 1912, said date being
coun-of
miles
hostile
It, through 3,000
enough of the liquor to moist"
10 days after last
appearance of this
try, where freebooters lay in wait.
advertisement, said estray will be Bold
TAX PAYMENTS.
benefit of the
Notice Is hereby given that all un- by this Board for the
To Detect Fire Damp in Mines.
owner when found. "
A.
become
taxes
D.
of
will
1911,
One of the simplest of the many paid
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
luggeated tests for fire damp in mines delinquent on June 1, 1912, and oa
Albuquerque, N. M.
Is that described to the Scottish So- and after July 1. 1912, will be sub1st
14,
last pub. May 24, 12
pub.
May
Is
an
of
Arts.
attachment
It
ciety
ject to 5 per cent penalty. The list
that may be applied to any oil or spir- of
delinquent taxes will be made and
it safety lamp, and consists of a loop
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
af copper wire supported on a brass published after July 1, 1912, penalties
rod passing through the oil vessel. To and costs will be added, judgment! may concern that the following dS'
make a, tst th. lnnn Is moved, into recovered and
property on whica scribed estray animal was taken np by
the flame. This becomes
instantly taxes remain unpaid, will be sold.
Juan Lucero, Villa Nueva, N. M.
nonluminous, but if fire damp is presDated at Las Vegas, N. M., May 9
One 8 year old hay mare.
ent in the air the gas cap is clearly
1912.
Branded
moa
in
seen. The test can be made
EUGENIO ROMERO,
ment, at any time, without turning
On left shoulder
3own or putting out the light It is Treasurer, San Miguel County, N. M
Said animal being unknown to this
claimed that the percentage of fire
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
exis
will
method
detect
HOW'S
this
THIS?
damp
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re before June 5, 1912, Said date being
ceedingly small, and the results of
trials in both laboratory and mine go ward for any case of Catarrh thnt 10 days after last appearance of this
to show that this is one of the most cannot be cured by Hall's
Catarrh advertisement, said estray will be sold
sensitive, accurate, and expeditious Cure.
by this Board for the benefit of the
means of revealing the presence of
F. J. CHENEY & CO..
owner when found.
inflammable gas. in mine or other air.
Toledo, O.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
Albuquerque, N. M
and believe him perfectly honorable 1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, '12
transactions and finan
PREDECESSORS OF CAPT. LUX In all business
cially able to carry out any obliga
Estray Advertisement
his firm.
tions made
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Colonel Saussler, General Zurllnder NATIONAL hy
BANK OF COMMERCE,
and Others Have Escaped From
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-- may concern that the following dePrisons In Germany.
Toledo, O. scribed estray animal was taken up by
Take Hall's Family Pills for con Southwestern Irri. Land & Power Co.,
About a dozen precedents for the Btlpatlon.
Los Lunas, N. M.
escape of Captain Lux from his GerOne old sorrel horse.
man prison can be found in the hisEstray Advertisement
Branded
war, and
tory of the Franco-GermaNotice is hereby given to whom it
a large proportion of the heroes of
On right hip
may concern that the following de
them lived to become famous.
was
taken
animal
np
by
scribed
estray
Branded
A notable case was that of General
On lept hip
(then colonel) Saussler, ultimately Dallas B. Jones, Carlsbad.
One gray horse about 13
commander-in-chie- f
of the French
Said animal being unknown to this
army, who was detained at Grandens, hands high, weighing about 650 lbs.,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
in the extreme east of Prussia. It is ten or 14 years old.
before June 5, 1912, said date being
said that he put his bolster to bed inYl
T
J J
stead of himself, hid in an 'obscure
10 days after last
appearance of this
On left hip
corner of the fortress until nightfall,
said estray will be sold
advertisement,
and then, having obtained a disSaid animal, being unknown to this
by this Board for the benefit of the
guise by the help of his orderly, was Board, unless claimed by owner on or owner
when found.
allowed to walk out of the main before June 5, 1912, said date being
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
prison gate.
10 days after last appearance of this
He crossed the frontier to Poland
Albuquerque, N. M.
said estray will be sold
and returned to France by way of advertisement,
1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, '12
by this Board for the benefit of the
Austria and Italy.
General Zurlinden was another pris- owner when found.
Estray Advertisement
oner who got out of his prison at
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Glogan in Silesia, on Christmas eve,
Albuquerque, N. M,
He made his way in disguise through 1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, '12 may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Berlin, Frankfort and Karlsruhe to
J. M. Vigil, Questa, N. M.
Basel, a feast which was not difficult
Advertisement
Estray
for him, as, being an Alsatian, he
One 2 year old mare, sorNotice Is hereby given to whom ft
spoke German quite as well as his
concern that the following de- rel, weighing six hundred lbs., 4 feet
may
jailers.
high.
Thirdly, we may note the. expert scribed estray animal was taken up hy
Branded
ences of M. Paul Deroulede, who es M. P. Tabner, Silver City,
is
from
15
it
and
On right hip'
about
One gray horse
caped
Breslau,
piquant
to recall that that vehement antiyears old.
Said animal being unknown to this
Semite did not disdain to disguise
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
himself as a Polish Jew. He was very
un ie inign
before June 5, 1912, said date being
nearly betrayed by a peasant whom
he had bribed to guide him Into BoSaid animal being unknown to this 10, days after last appearance of this
hemia; but he drew his knife with S Board, unless claimed by owner on or advertisement said estray will be sold
feiocious gesture and the peasant
said date being by this Board for the benefit of the
changed his mind, with tho result before June 5, 1912,
owner when found.
10
last
after
appearance of this
that M. Deroulede saw the final fights
days
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
of the war as a
of Tur advertisement, said estray will be sold
Albuquerque, N. M.
cob.
of
the
benefit
Board
for
the
this
by
1st
last
14,
pub.
May
pub. May 24, '12
owner when found.

OPTIC'8 NUMBER,

MAIN

one-hal-

Wagon and

AH Kinds of

Carriage Material

To-wi- t:

CLAY AND HAVENS
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables.
Good Bigs & Prompt Service

1

Phone Main

National Ave

1202

71

JOHN N. KINNEY
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
Sixth and Douglas.

Phone Main 40,

PETER P. MACKEL

To-wi- t:

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING

nardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
, Estimates Cheerfully Given.
'West Side Plaza
Old "Town

....

THE ROMERO

ADV. CO

"PUBLICITY EXPERTS'

r

STGNS FOR VOTTR

OFFICE,

STORE'

FACTORY

OH

Muslin Signs, Office Lettering
Window Display Card
"Wall & Bulletin Display Signs
Yellow Front

SEE JENSEN

Fountain Square

To-wi- t:

n

TONY'S SHOE SHOP
514i Sixth St.

CHAPMAN

A
N

FINEST WORKMANSHIP

H. C. YOUNG
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
Lock

and Gunsmith Bicycle and
General Repairing

520-6t- h

WHEN

Street
ROYALTY

E. Las Vegas
VISITS

US

Writer Recalls 8undry Times When
Various Exalted Persons Failed
Disturb Our Composure,

to

Writing on the visit of the ConYork, P. D. Dunne in
Magazine says:
"Other royal personages have looked
us over in the past The late king of
England came to America before the
iwar and must have been extremely active on his feet for at least 10,000
Id ladles are still alive who danced
Princess Louise we ai"with him.

naugtts to New
the Metropolitan

rways remember with respect as the
tlrst person who had the courage in-to
cpeak out against the filth and car
decency of the American sleeping of
f the time. We had Dom Pedro
Brazil with us for awhile. Ten years
go we were favored with the preof Prussia,
sto of Prince Henry
of the
fxrag before that came the king brown
Sandwich islands, an agreeable drM-J-potentate with a taste for

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

"

WANTED Good house painters. Peter P. Mackel, WeBt Side Plaza, OU
Town.

I

tl

munication first and
third Thursday in aa
... ..."
-

CAFE
HANDLED

ALWAYS

NO.
1,
OOrtADO LODGE
OF PYTHIAS Meet
KNIGHTS
, se.it,
every Monday era
ning in Cuttle HalL
'iRiting Knights are

il.'.

ay morco, vuiuna uruui-

t
.

Herman, W. K.; B. R. Murray,
Secretary,
N. O.

I

,r

'..'A
.

"
.

-

'

mEle
.ti i
'
SlChaa. E.
fvt--

r- -

1

..

'

sonic Temple
Boucher. 8. C;

Cha.

p.
Taurine,

Re

corder.
LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS Regmlar convoca
tion trtt Monday la each

month at lUaonlo

f

Chancellor
a n

j

ri

B.

Invito

Llebsc---

cw Commander. Hairy
jt Martin. Keeper H

.KNIHT8

Jkulr conclave acm4 Tmetv
A
day in each momth at Mav
m, C D.
at 7:10

f

inter.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
TEMPLAR
Reg- -'

l

P. O. ELKS Meets second
M
fourth Tuesday evening of
month at O. R. C. ball.
Vlaitlag
brothers are cordially invited. Gee..
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D W
Condon, Secretary.

ATTORNEYS

Tem-

HUNKER A HUNKER
ple, at 7:1ft p. m. M. R. Geo. H.
Chester A. Honkei
Hunker
Williams, H. P.; P. O.
at Law.
Attorneys
Blood, Secretary.
La Vegas.
New Msxle
,

NO. 2, O. E.

first and third Fridays In
LOCAL TIME CARD
Maaoalo Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen;
Worthy Matron; James O. RuUedge
EAST BOUND
Worthy Patroa; Mrs. George Tripp, Arrive
Besart
Secretary, phone Main (29, 120 No.
CIS p. H
2.... 9:10 p. m.
Grand avenue.

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
WANTED Girl for general house
10J Meats every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
work, wages $30. None
without
references considered. Apply at Op- 8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
tic office.
cordially welcome. B. H. Gehrtng,
president; J. T. Buhler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
WANTED A girl to wait table and
wash dishes. See Mrs. Hall at Ls
Casa de Ramona.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AM ERIC
Meet in the forest of brojhen
WANTED Saleslady who can also
love at Woodmen of the Wor:
assist with bookkeeping. Inquire at
hall, on the second and fourth it
Hoffman & Graubarth's, Bridge
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Ci.
street
VI
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk.
v
lng neighbors are especially
WANTED People to try the three
come and cordially invited.
day liquor cure. Call on Mrs. Gat-H-

No.
No.

4....

No.

10....

8

No. 1
No. 8
No. 7
No.

11:06 p m.
1:15 a. m
1:45 p. m
WEST
1:20 p.
6:10 a.
4:40 p.
6:35 p.

11:10 p.
1:25 a.
2:10 p.

POUND

m

1:45
6:15
4:50
7:00

m
m.
m.

p.

a.
am.

a

p. m.

p.
p.

a

Jas. C. Dahlmann, serving his third
term as mayor, Omaha, Nebr., again
was successful in receiving the overwhelming support of the voters in the
primary election. He also successfully rid himself of a bad case of kidney
trouble by the aid of Fole Kidney
Pills, and writes: "I have taken Foley Kidney Pills and they have given
me a great deal of relief, so I cheerof the Gatlin Institute of Trini J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541,
fully recommend them." What Foley
dad, Colo. Located at 938 Colum
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every firs Kidney Pills have done for Mayoi
bia avenue.
In
of
month
the
the vestry Dahlmann they will do for any other
Tuesday
rheurooms of Temple Monteflore at t person bothered with backache,
or any other form or kidney
matism,
AGENTS wanted for the best sellers
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are or bladder trouble. Just
try them lor
on the market. Arizona Sales
cordially invited - Isaac AppeL quick and permanent results. O.
Agency, Phoenix, Ariz.
Red Cross Drug Co.
President; Charles Greenclay, See
retary.

For ftent

,

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
804. Meets second and
in O. R, C. hall. Pior..
building. Visiting members are c
dially lnvied. Peter Emenaker, G,
K., Richard Devine, P. S.

First class Underwood ..NO.
typewriter. Telephone Olive 5242.

FOR RENT

PIANO for rent.

baker,

417

Inquire Mrs.
Eighth street.

Stude- -

FOR REN- T- 4 rooms furnished house
modern.
Inquire at Optic office.

I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1.
Meets every Monday evening :

their bal on Sixth street All viBlt
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
tend. J . D. Frldenstine, N. G.;
Frank Pries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood

FOR RENT Suite
of
furnished
rooms
for light
housekeeping.
Good location.
Price right. Cutler

Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer-CV. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

Brothers.

far

Saio

F. O. E. Meets first and third Tneo
day evenings each month, at Wood
man hall. Visiting Brothers cot
FOR SALENo. 7 Remington Type
to attend. A. U
Invited
dially
two
writer,
ribbons, good as new,
E. C. Ward, Set
Adler,
President;
J55.00. See Ben Coles, City HalL

retary.

CO

vrw

3

.

cHICHESTER

S PILLS
Jl

lllKiriAUUKUlttLANI).
t Ask
Ladle
A
yonrIruKlafor
iMnmond ItrsBd
I'liU in Ke4 tad GoJd iiietaUlcr
boxes, sealed with Hiue Ribboa. V
Take no wtber. Buy f roar V

Ipo(relt.
stKANlF riLLH,
wiAJiunu
known as Best. Safest. Alwsvi
AbkfnrCIJI.-II;s.TKBS-

Test

tuff tt&
Relt&hl

SflLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

,

FOR

SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
'
baiy chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
filled until July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stev

RETAIL PRICES

ens, Humboldt, Kan.

MCS Ifca. or Mora, Eao Delivery
LSSt lbs. to 2,000 lbs, Eaeh Delivery
28S Iks. ts LOOS lbs Esefi Delivery
BS lbs. ts SOS lb
, Each Delivery
Less Than 6S lbs. Each Delivery

Misccllatscaus
.ANYONE interested in the three day

liquor cure can call at
bia or telephone Main

938 Colum351.

20c
2So
S9e
40o
6So

per IBS lb
per 1CS lbs.
per 1SS lee.
per 168 lbs.
per 1st lbs.

AG U A PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Veg-aFamous Office 701 Doug-laAvenue.

THE Gatlin three days liquor cure
is a guaranteed cure. No bad
effects.
938 Columbia or teleaf-.t-

phone Main 351.

Lost

ANT Ads
Are Best

LOST

K. of C. watch fob. R. C. A.
engraved on back. Return
to Frances E. Kelly 1022, Douglas
Avenue. Reward.

A. 1910

One bay horse, 15 years
old, 4 feet S inches high, weighing
400 lbs., swallow fork both ears.
To-wi- t;

Branded
One left shoulder
Branded
On left hip

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 5, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement said estray will be sold
BOARD.
SANITARY
CATTLE
Daisy Did you enjoy 'your auto
by this Board for the benefit of the
ttray Advertisement
Albuquerque, N. M.
ride? It must have been so exciting.
owner when found.
it
Notice
whom
to
is
hereby
12
24,
given
las
14,
1st
May
I
but
pub.
was
didn't
pub. May
exciting,
Molly It
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following deenjoy It. Tom had to use both arm
f
scribed estray animal was taken up by
in managing the thing.
Albuquerque, N. M
Estray Advertisement
1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, '12
Notice is hereby given to whom it Candido Chaves, Casa Salazar.
nt

LOOGE NO. C A. F. A
A M. - UmeaiMt
com-

MU

Wanted

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

To-wi- t:

CUSTOM REPAIRING,
RUBBER HEELS Etc,

GOODS OBTAINABLE

RANSFORD CHAPTER

i.

RESTAURANT

MOB. ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE BEST

J

s

'General Blacksmithing
and Wagon Repairing

LOOBY

.

At a mine near Mat to Grosso they
had brought in a small army of slaves
and cleared off the jungle for a mile
around, while others were set to work
constructing a long ditch to bring
water to the flat below. It was a clever piece of work for men without

Lorenzen

0P

E

To-wi-

one-quart-

LAS VEGAS GARAGE

VEGAS DAILY OPT(C, FRIDAY, MAY 24, 1912.

Market Finders

1

Classified ads. search out the people to whom
amonj all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thin is sworth most.
That property you want to sell is .WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
t .
;

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of al
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the

best markets!

I

1

LAS, VEGAS DAILY

Toraas Montoya, San Miguel county;
Luna, Rio Arriba county;
4 MEMORIAL DAY
Enrique Sabedra, Bernalillo county;
Secretary of State.
Normie (Navajo Indian), McKlnley
PROCLAMATION
f
Opinion by Attorney Gsneral
county; Marcial Vigil, San Miguel
May 20, 1312.
county; Jose Galvan, Colfax county;
Mr. J. D. Walker, Carlsbad, N. M.
Jose Domingo Torres, Mora county;
Dear Sir:
Santa Fe, N. M., May 24. Governor
I have Just received your letter Of Jesus Sedi'.lo, Bernalillo county; Roy
William C. McDonald has Issued the
sixteenth Inst., in which rou ask G. Knight, Colfax county; C. P. Bell,
the
following
Her-rerMemorial Day Proclamation
whether as a justice of the ia?e you San Miguel county; Gregorlo de
Rio Arriba county; Felipe Cha
Law and custom has established f.n now have Jurisdiction In casos where
annual holiday in honor and memory the amount in dispute, exclusive of ves:, Socorro county; Leslie Bell, San
or 'K ss Miguel county; Will Crockett, Eddy
of the soldiers and sailors who wert interest, Is more than $
county; Rafael Vigil, Taos county;
to the defense of our country. In this than 200.
MexRafael Flores, Lincoln county; F. C.
New
of
stntu'e
New
Mexico
The present
national roll of patriotism
and iroul Ico Is not negative as Is the clause In Greenwood, Eddy county; Perfecto
a conspicuous
occupies
Jaoobo
affirmatively Rodrlprue, Grant county;
position. She sent to the fore la that the constitution but
(Frietze, Dona Ana county; Miguel
terrible strngele, the Civil War. a gives each justice of the pea.e
- ..... .
'
Ca nAlinhr. Tostl V
the IT .... .1
percentage of hfr sons than diction In civil actions whor
did any other commonwealth In the 'debt, damages or vnlue of property Downe, Luna county,
these soldiers shall not exceed $100 with certain ex- Union; furthermore,
wer nrinniDallv
centlons as you will see by refv-no-- o-o
o- -o
who had then reccntlv sworn al- to Section 3232 of the Compiled Laws I
I
legiance to the United Stnes govern- of 1897. The constitution In Section
LABOR WORLD NOTES.
ment In more recent years Kew Mex-fr- 26 of Article VI negatively prohibits I
I
again contributed of her manhood justices of the peace from having O
0-C- --0
0-- O-&
Jn the conflict with Spain. All NVw jurisdiction in any matter m which
Carpenters in Japan receive 41
Mexicans should pause for a jay In the debt or sum claimed 3bill be in
cents
a day.
of
interest.
their busy lives end gratefully pay excess of $200 exclusive
in Arabia earn 35 cents to
Masons
Jurisdiction
men
confer
and
not
does
any
brave
to
living
This
the
trlbtue
dead who offered their services and on the justice but requires legislation 50, cents a day.
The monthly wage of carpenters In
their liven for the establishment1 of to make It operative fceyonl the juris
statute.
Athens,
Grece, is $15.45.
the peace and safety we now enjoy; diction already conferred ty
factories of Nuremberg,
The
constitution
C.
Mc
toy
provides
the
I.
As
William
you say
Now, Therefore,
Donald, governor of the state cf New that all laws in force, in conformity Germany, employ 12,000 persons.
The Persian rug maker averages a
with the constitution, shall remain In
Mexico, do hereby proclnlm
no Inconsistency be square foot each 23 days of work.
le
1312
Memorial
as
There
force.
30,
May
Thursday,
Sixty per cent of the adult workers
Day In the state of New Mexico, and tween the statute above referred io
recommend that the people on that and the clause of the constitution. of Great Britain receive less than
the $7.50 a week.
day refrain from all labor so far as While the contsltution forbids
above
of
to
Justices
the
various
The first recorded strike in the Unijurisdiction
that
giving
they
join
practicable;
patriotic societies In a proper obser- $200, yet the legislature might consist- ted States was that of the journeyvance of the day; that In the schools ently limit the jurisdiction to a less men bakers of New York in 1741.
suitable exercises he held and the amount Therefore, until the legisDuring the ten years from 1900 to
re- 1910 the income of the unions In Germust
to
the
Jurisdiction
the
lature
acts,
the
explained
day
meaning of
children so they may fully understand main the same as fixed hy the terri- many was almost 64,000,000 marks.
the sacred duty which causes men to torial statute.
Shepherds in Russia do not receive
Tours truly,
more than 10 to 20 cents a day. The
lay down their lives In defense of the
FRANK W. CLANCY,
flag.
pay is in supplies for 'their homes.
office this
Attorney General.
Done at the executive
Every drug clerk In Fresno, Calif,
the twenty-seconRecommended For Parole
day of May, A. D.
with the exception of one, is a mem
1912.
The following prisoners of the state ber of the Drug Clerks' Association of
Witness my hand and the Great penitentiary were recommended for California.
Seal of the State of New Mexico.
The working hours of the members
parole by the parole board at a recent
WILLIAM C. MTJONALD,
of the Watch Case Engravers' Inter'
meeting:
Governor.

Attested:

Medardo

ANTONIO LUCERO,

a,

if
!

l"

f

i

itr!s-great-

;

C-

j

.

o

o o

Pnanlsh-Amencan-

0

o

0

,

d

national union have ben reduced to
a week.
Recent statist ics show that there
are now 9,500,000 wage earning wt- men In Germany, an Increase of 67 per
cent during the last 12 years.
The largest representation of wo
men In industrial pursuits in Germany
la in the clothing and allied trades,
In which 1,562,000 are employed.
Moving picture operators in Berlin,
Germany, receive from $7.14 to $9.52
a week, while operators In the smaller
German cities range from $4.76 to
$7.14 a week.
During the quarter ending March
31, eight new lodges were organized
and several reorganized by the Broth
erhood of Railway Carmen. The or
ganization now has 552 local lodyes
with a membership of approximately
334,000 and still growing.
The Journeymen Stonecutters' union
at San Francisco has entered Into an
contractors
agreement with the
whereby an advance In wages of CO
cents a day will become effective on
October 1. The new agreement wlM
hold good until January 1, 1916.
The governor of Arizona has approved a hill passed by the- legislature of that state, prohibiting exactions, from workmen as the prlaa of
The new law caretilly
employment.
defines the rates that may he legally
charged for finding employment and
provides punishment for Its violation
There will he held in Milan from
May 2 to 41 the first Internatljn&l
Technical congress for the prevention
of accidents and injury to laborers
and for Industrial hygiene. This congress will consider technical means
end safety devices tending to protect
the life and limh of the laborer, as
well as the means and methods for
Improving the hyglenio conditions of
various industries.
40

11
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death of Frederick VIII is still the
predominant sentiment.
Tho title which the new king bears
has one peculiar feature which may
te truly said to distinguish the royal
family of Denmark from any other, it
being the law of Denmark that Frederick must be succeeded by Christian
and Christian by Frederick. Consequently, when a king of Denmark dies
there Is no ground for speculation as
to the title that will be assumed by
his successor on the throne.
To attain the desired end without
the changing of names every Danish
prince, no matter what names he may
reoeive, always includes Christian and
Frederick among them, and, therefore,
every king of Denmark has as his official title either Christian or Frede
rick, and it has been thus for 400
years. The alternation of names and
titles has been going on uninterruptedly since Frederick the Peaceful
succeeded Christian the Cruel, the
being the grandson of
Count Christian of Oldenburg,
who
founded the royal house of Denmark
nearly 50 years before the discovery
of America and adopted ithe regal title
it Christian I.
Why this provision as to the names
of Danish kings was adopted his
are not agreed, but it Is generally supposed to have been adopted
in the interest
of uniformity and
continuity, for no other European
country has found It necessary to
have such a rule. Most kings take the
title they choose, and It Is not deemed essential that the scepter shall be
entrusted torthe hands of one limited,
not to a choice b tween two names,
but to a single name, for there cannot be under the Danish law, two
Fredericks or two Christians In selast-name- d

quence.

SCHUYLKILL REGATTA
NAME OF DENMARK'S KING
Philadelphia, May 24. Lovers of
new King, aquatic sports are looking forward to
Copenhagen, May
Christian X., now reigns over Den a continuous performance with ian
r
cast on the Schuylkill river
mark. His accession hss been hailed
with all appropriate enthusiasm and tomorrow, when college, school and
for the club crews from many states will
ceremony, though sorrow
24.-T- he

all-sta-

r

1
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ome togHther to cote'ete for honors
the regatta of tht American Row
ing association. It w'll bo the fnth
annual regatta of the association and
It will bring together the largest
number of amateur oarsmen that ever
took part In a similar event In this
country.
Eleven even's are carded for decision during the day, beginning with
in

the single sculls and ending with the
elght-oareraceg. In the 'varsity
eight, 'varsity four and freshman
eight will appear crews from Cornell,
Harvard, Princeton,
Pennsylvania,
Yale and Columbia. In the other events on the program will appear rowing clubs and individual oarsmen from
Boston, Baltimore, New York, Phila
delphia and several other cities.. All
races will be at one mile 550 yards
straightaway over what Is known as
the American Henley course on the
Schuylkill.
OKLAHOMA EDITORS MEET
Muskogee, Okla., May 24. Makers
of Oklahoma newspapers rounded up
here la force today for the twenty-firs- t
annual meeting of the State Press
association. An invocation by Bishop

Thurston opened the proceedings this
Other features of the foremrning.
noon program were addresses of welcome hy Mayor Miller and President
Spalding' of the Muskogee Commercial club,' a response for the visitors
by John Goloble of Guthrie and the
annual ddress of Horace Sheppard of
Altus, president of the association.
The afternoon session was given over
to a cost congress. Tomorrow morning Bishop Moss, of the M. E. church
South, will address the editors on
"The Moral Influence of Newspapers."

Sli-

der the homestead and reclamation
laws. Each settler will receive the
land for the filing fee and for living
n It five years. He must in addition
assume his share of the cost of constructing the reclamation dams ani
canals, $S3 an acre and of (he cost
of maintenance, at present $1.50 ant
acra per year. This amount he will
be permitted to pay in ten annual
lAetaHmenU.
Up to date the UnlteJ
States reclamation service has spent
nearly $6,000,000 on the Yakima irri
gation project and expects to spenl
about $3,1)00,000 more.
TRAVELERS

OF TWO STATES

,

Hutchinson, Kan., May 24. An army
of knights of the grip invaded Hutchinson today and will remain la
possession of the city until Sunday.
They are the delegates to the annual
grand council meeting of the United!
Commercial Travelers of Kansas and
Oklahoma, which held Its opening session this morning In Odd Fellows'
hall. Following the customary exchange of greetings the grand council went Into executive session. The
"business proceedings will conclude tomorrow morning and In the afternoon
the annual convention parade will ha
held.
IN MEMORY OF QUEEN VICTORIA
Otawa, Ont, May 24. All Canada

today Joined in celebrating Victoria
Day, which is observed annually in
memory and honor of the late Queen
Victoria.
Military and patriotic ex-

orcises were held in all the principal
observant of the
former
in
years consisted
as
holiday
.
of athletic competitions and eportlnt;
Interest
More
than
ordinary
events.
MORE LAND FOR SETTLERS.
attached to the athletic competitions,
May 24.
North Yakima, Wash.,
as In several instances they were to
Tomorrow there will he an exception
as tryonts for Canadian
eervo
choice
a
to
al opportunity
produce
In the Olympic games
on
Yakima
the
Irriga
farm
irrigated
this summer.
Stockholm
at
of
west
tion project, a short distance
this place. On that day the Tleton
unit of the project, comprising 41
Old papers for sale. Optic offices.
farms of 21 to 80 acres each, will be
cltleB. but the chief

Tepre-sensatlv- es

,

-
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Ljf AS turried out some classy work for the 1912 graduating classes. It is
prepared to do invitation and book work and can furnish both social and
and quality. Figures cheerfully furnished
business stationery of individuality
.......
on any kind of work.
'

v

c

opened to entry for horn eg eel: ers

-
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,
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Try a a ram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar.
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Choice BLUE GRASS SEED

BourtHjis

30

Spanish dance at Rosenthal tiall
Admission tree.

cents per Pound

Think of Taichert's store when you
think of underwear.

.

Children's matinee dance at the

tor 25p-

'

'

Wm tlfaid
Ludivig
CriJo Street
fi

....THE

CASH GROCER.

Phone Main

193

or Main

194

DEW BERRIES
-

AND

-

3

ar-

o'clock.

FRESH EVERY DAY
Also Pineapple, Apricotsr Tange-

rines, Oranges, Grape Fruit,
Bananas Etc.

.5

street

W. C. Clark of

ONE WEEK RIORE

RACO

Op

OF SPECIAL

PILDRENS SUITS

PRICES OH

AT CREEKOERGER'S

Butte

Mont, passed through Las Vegas
this afternoon on Santa Fe train Mo.
1 in his private car en route from
New York City on a, trip through the
southwest Mr. Clark will visit his
mines in Arizona and travel through
southern California up the. Pacltlc
coast and across to his home, stop
ping off in places where he has business interests. When asked by a rep
resentative of The Optic where ne
stood on the presidential situation,
Mr. Clark, who is a strong democrat,
stated that he was not ready to say
whom he favored, of the democratic
candidates. However, he said that in
his oplnlon President Tafti would
,
tn0Slinatjon o the republi- can party.
Mr.- - Clark evidently is not an admirer of the wielder of the big stick
and intimated that he pitied the
country if Teddy was elected, whic,
however, he did not think would ever
come to pass. Mr. Clark stated that
he thinks that Montana will send an
uninstructed delegation to the convention In Baltimore, tnough the sentiment seems to favor Champ Clark,
who Mr. Clark said, would make a
strong candidate.
Mr. Clark asked several questions
about Las Vegas, having spent a short
time here previous to the burning of
the old Montezuma hotel at the Hot
seemed in
Springs. The
bout
terested in the Johnson-Flynand said that he believed that it
and
would be a big drawing card
would turn a great deal of money
loose in this city. He seemed anxious to know whether the Hot gprings
would be reopened, and, In fact.
seemed interested in all that was go
ing on in the little, burg on ithe banks
of the Galllnas.

Send her a box of LIggett's choco
Under the direction of Mayor
lates for her graduation gift. It's the
Delsado, the streets of the West
purest and best candy made. Fresh side are being cleaned and improved.
at Murphey's drug store.
All holes are Deing miea in suu tuo
soon w'? be in perfect condi-- .
For sale, residence, 1016 Fifth tion. A number of ties, formerly us
street, 3 lots, 6 rooms and bath. Fur ed in street car tracks around the
nished or unfurnished, good cellar
Plaza, are being removed.
and
Cheap if taken In
the next few days. Dr. E. L.
An illustrated lecture by John Armantage, Santa Fe division foreman
at Seligman, Ariz., on. the "Famine in
A fancy box of Initial stationery
India," has been announced as the
makes an Ideal gift for the young lady next entertainment under the auspices
graduate. A big line at Murphey's of the Santa Fe reading rooms. Mr
'
C.
drug store.
Armantage will apear at the T, fil.
The seat re
A. on Monday evening.
This morning before Justice of the
servation was opened this morning
Peace D. R. Murray, Enrique Sena, for
to employes of the Santa Fe and will
merly deputy sheriff of San Miguel be
opened to the general public Mon
county, took his oath of office aa a
day.
special officer of the East side police
department
Jimmie Flynn, Jack Curley,
nn bout; his
of the Johnson-FlMade necessary by the cutting
ana Ai
C.
W.
Mrs.
Drescher,
away o fthe banks on the west elae "bride,
repartner,
sparring
about
Williams,
which
Flynn's
of the boulevard,
exposed
two
a
days
from
1,000 feet of water main, the Agua Fura turned this afternoon
The Pueblo
company is lowering the plpa line sev- visit in Albuquerque.
en feet. This is being done without the firemen's convention and citizens
the delegates to
cutting off the water supply, by grad In the Duke City by
and the citizens
conventions
firemen's
dirt
main.
The
the
undermining
ually
exhibition
The
to
of
Flynn
the
used
cut
city.
is being
taken from the
fill holes and for grading t'ne streets last night was witnessed by a capacity
of the East side. The Las Vegas audience.
Light and Power company is hauling
The luxury of comfort without sac
the dirt gratis and the city is paying
A meeting will be held this evening rifice of style and" quality can be
for the filling and unloading of the at 7:30 o'clock in the Commercial ciud found in a pair of Bostonian dress
cars.
to make Diana for the accomodation shoes. $3.50 to $5.00. All leathers.
of the crowds which will be in attend All styles. Taichert's, Douglas ave
bout
nue.
ant at the Johnson-Flynon all of the
line
to
a
and
get
4,
July
available rooms, and boarding places
Record books, graduation
cards,
In the city. The local business men
books, Initial stationery.
dainty
gift
the
for
of
arranging
Not
who have charge
fountain pens, Huyler's candy, Lig- accommodations have requested that
eett's candy, all make nice girts.
at the meeting tonight all hotel and Best assortment in the
city at Mur
boarding house keepers and persons
store.
phey's
drug
rooms
wnicn
or
room
uiey
havlne a
Is our slogan. Turning
will rent during the period before and
atfer the bout report their accommo
out a lot of fair work means
dations to them. Many will come to
nothing to us.
Tas Veeas on" special trains and will
COIUO
"' v"- while here, hut
Turning out a lot, as we
thorn will be thousands here for whom
accommodations must be arranged and
are doing, of FINE work
trie Choicest of
of the
it is only with the
means increased business,
nennle of the Meadow City that this
will h nossible. The committee which
pleased customers,
has the matter In charge will list all
more business and the rightthe places where rooms can be had
and in this way the matter of provia
ly earned name,
to sleep
ing every one with, a place
Laundry of Quality will be. greatly simplified.
I

lT

CONTEST
SAYS JOHNSON-FLYNWILL BRING A BIG CROWD
TO LAS VEGAS.

T5o

On account of closing of schools we are going to give you
a special discount on childrens Knickerbocker Suits all this week

Take advaniage of this opportunity and fit your boy out.

Waists in all Sizes and Colors

ts

y

PURE THINGS TO EAT

IS

CLARK

f', f

y

il

INTERESTED IN BOUT

Good team, nearly new wagon and
harness for sale cheap. 919 Fourth

"

STRAWBERRIES

J.

at

EOTAT011

NOTICE.
and 50c silk hose for
39e, Friday and Saturday only, at
All pemms knowing themselves to
be Indebted to me will please call
Taichert's, Douglas avenue.
and settle by May 25. Dr. E. U
Nothing nicer for the girt graduate
than a box of fine stationery. MurA fountain pen makes a useful
phey's drug store has a splendid line.
graduation gift for the young .man
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged graduate. A good assortment at Mur
In the wood.
Direct from distillery phey's drug store.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
The Modern Woodmen of America
Hello! Where are srou ' mine? will meet this
evening in regular sesTo the White Kitchen to get a good
sion in the W. O. W. hall on Sixth
25c meat Home cooking. Open day
street All members are urged to be
and night.
present
Special,

DA ViD

i HE

s

1

-

See the attractive commencement
books at Murphey's drug store.

mory Saturday afternoon,
Admission 10 cents.

-

!

i

PHONE MAIN 379

Mrg. Felipe Montoya la reported to
be seriously 111 at her home on the
See the line of novelties for gradWest aide.
uation gifts at Murphey's drug store.

7-ll2G-
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LARGEST CAR OF

FURNITURE
Ever Received in Las Vejjas

NOW READY FOR YOUR INSPECTION

Three Floors of Quality Furniture and an Over
Stocked Ware House Reasonably Priced in
Plain Figures, makes ours

n

THE LEADING

J.

C.

FUilTUEE STORE

OF LAS VEGAS

JOISEN

,

'

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
REQULAB RETAIL VALUE. Sla.OO

.C

:

and our
We trarchaaed several carload! of this twantlfnl dinner-waraa an I.ol,if'SS.S.0i2li55
manufacturer to
large purchaselowenabled the
We are charging par? of the coat
and
wryand prloe.
coat
pf the
only ask yon to pay a percentage of the actual
iDense,"
In
aelT It la of a beautiful "Cosmos" desiRn and cannot be dnplloatedboth
by
u
In
is
retail
china
store,
it
guaranteed
any
leas
than
for
oaallty
tARABEB'S Floor. Send M M
3.ao In cash, draft, postal or eipreaa money order, and we will
coupons and
of these beautiful aeta by frefeht. Address coupons and reeenayoo oneThe
China Department of the Larabee flour
to
mittance
Be aure to write your name and address Pljlfly.
Hutchinson, Kansas.LAKABBB'S
Flour are also stood for Rogers"
The coupons in
and other valuable premiums Ask for descriptive circular.

H'tfaotlnve'aacltot

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
-MILLED
Flour that makes Baking a Delight
GERMAN-

ron
SALE
BY

ABkiSs'

?

all
Try

grocb:rs
You'll
a Sack
Like it.

AT THE HOME

THE BEST OF
EVERYTHING

THE GRAAF

S

Quantity

A

1

then

FRESH

the

Our kind cost YOU no more.

MEMORIAL SERVICE.

Las Veffas Steam

Torreon Aerie No. 1,346, Fraternal
Order of Eagles, will hold memorial
services for departed brothers Sun
in the
day morning at 9:30 o'clock
Woodmen of the World hall on Sixth
trat All members and visiting
brothers are requested to be present

Phone Main

81

617

WELL:.

HAYVMCO CO. STGIiE

Did

UAiitll

qm mi
jj
TPMIIAN

OPERA

SATURDAY

I

LAS

VEGAS

inn

EVENING

LdJ

HAY

Ml FLYNN

will put on a Three-Roun- d
Exhibition with AL WILLIAMS.
Of

iiArnjni.M
8 Round Exhibition

MCLAIN VS. RAY LYNCH
OF PUEBLO
OF KANSAS CITY

JESS

Wqrthy President.

4

Rauerd Exhibition '

Hoy Blackwell

vs.

OF PEORIA, ILL

OF CHICAGO

I50It

1351b

6 ftommd Exhfcltfan
KID HANSON VS. JACK

OTH

of E. LAS VEGAS J 15 lbs of LAS VEGAS'

4 Round Exhibition

JACK GMBLEY Referee
03 (9

order those Flowers

Class Flower

Marguerites

ONION & SON

SEEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS

NOTE

These exhibitions will be clean und scientific and

is welcome.

For your Graduate Friends yet'

"PERRY

BIO BENEFIT FOR THE

Champion Bantam'
wright 0 the Middle
West US lbs

-

You

oamei poiis!

Benny Chaves vs. Kid Williams Kid Burns

A. M. ADLER,

Douglas

noiane!

SANITARY

GOODS

Fresh Strawberries
EVERY DAY

Quality

Laundry

EATABLE
-

n

80 U CHER'S
i
1

PRICES

.

7sc, 51.00 and $1.50

"The Store of Satisfaction"

EVERYBODY

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

